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Abstract 

Densities of the atomie hydrogen excited states have been measured in an expanding 
cascaded are hydrogen plasma beam in the past. A collisional-radiative model has 
been adapted to explain the high densities of the excited states and the overpopulation 
with respect to the Saha-densities. From this model, it can be concluded that atomie 
processes cannot account for the high densities and that molecular processes have to 
be included. The most important molecular reaction is the mutual recombination 
reaction between the ions H2+ and H-, which generates excited hydrogen atoms. With 

the model and the molecular processes, the densities of the lower excited states (3 :::; p 

:::; 6) can be explained. The densities at the higher excited states cannot be explained. 
The ion densities which are required to produce the high densities of the atomie 
hydrogen excited states can only be explained by very high densities of rovibrationally 
excited hydrogen molecules or by the kinetic energy of the ions. Detection 
measurements for the negative ion K have been performed by photodetachment. 
These measurements are not conclusive, because they cannot distinct between 
photodetachment and photoionisation. 
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Chapter I Introduetion 

Chapter 1 Introduetion 

1.1 General introduetion 

In this report, the results of a graduation project in the group "Equilibrium and 
Transport in Plasmas" (ETP) are described. In the group ETP, several experiments are 
carried out in which cascaded arcs are being used to produce plasma beams which 
expand into a low pressure vessel. In two of these set-ups, amorphous silicon and 
carbon layers are deposited. There are also two cascaded are set-ups, in which more 
fundamental research is done. In one of them, hydrogen plasmas are created on which, 
amongst other diagnostics, emission- and absorption measurements are performed. By 
interpreting these measurements, the elementary processes in the plasma are studied. 
There are several reasons why research is being done on hydrogen plasmas. Some of 
the reasons are: 

• to make a souree of the negative ion R. These negative ionscan be accelerated, 
after which they are neutralised in a gas cell. The resulting hot neutral H beam can 
be injected in a fusion plasma for neutral beam heating. 

• the use of neutral hydrogen atoms as an alternative for radiation with X-rays in 
medical applications. 

• the preservation of archaeological artefacts. These artefacts can be placed in a 
hydrogen beam to remove the dirt and reduce the corrosion. 

• enhancement of the quality of deposited layers of silicon or carbon. When a 
hydrogen souree is used during or after the deposition, the hydrogen atoms will 
prevent the presence of dangling bonds in the layer. These dangling bonds have an 
a verse effect on the quality of the layers. 

• to have a starting point from which theories can be developed for more 
complicated atoms and molecules. 

With the experimental set-up, described in section 1.2, measurements of the densities 
of the atomie hydrogen excited states had been performed. These densities were 2 
orders higher than what is usually measured in hydrogen plasmas. Values had also 
been determined for the electron temperature Te and density ne by Langmuir double 
probe experiments. The high densities of the excited states could not be explained by 
the measured Te and ne. In literature, the densities are usually simulated by so-called 
collisional-radiative models. A model, developed for argon plasmas had been altered 
to be able to use it for hydrogen plasmas. This model was not yet perfected and it 
could not explain the measured densities. Therefore, the idea existed that new 
processes, including hydrogen molecules and molecular ions, had to be implemented 
in the model. Two of these processes were the mutual recombination reactions 
between H+ or Ht and the negative ion R, resulting in an electronically excited 
hydrogen atom. The first reaction was already included in the model, but there were 
some uncertainties about the rates for this reaction. For the reaction with H2 +, nothing 
was known in literature. As a consequence, the objectives of the graduation project 
were: 
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Chapter 1 Introduetion 

• calculating the rates of the mutual recombination reactions as a function of the 
principal quanturn number of the resulting excited hydrogen atom. 

• imptementing these reactions in the collisional-radiative model and making some 
necessary changes in the model. With the adapted model, the densities of 
molecular ions, necessary for the high densities of the excited states, can be 
calculated. 

• investigating the reactions that produce the molecular i ons H2 + and K and 
measuring the densities of these i ons in the plasma beam. 

In the remains of this chapter, the experimental set-up and the measurements which 
were the starting point of the graduation project, will be discussed. In chapter 2, the 
atomie processes in the plasma beam and the collisional-radiative model will be 
presented. Chapter 3 will deal with the molecular processes. These processes are 
included in the collisional-radiative model. Experiments to detect the negative ion K 
are also treated here. In chapter 4, the conclusions and recommendations of the 
research are summarised. 

1.2 The experiments 

1.2.1 The cascaded are set-up 

The investigated plasmas are created in a cascaded are, from which the plasma 
expands into a low pressure vessel. The are is shown in Figure 1-1. More information 
about the cascaded are set-up can be found in the thesis of M. de Graaf [GRA94]. 

gas inlet 

catbode 

cascade 
plate 

anode 
,/nozzle 

Figure 1-1 The cascaded are 

vacuum 
seal PVC spaeer 

shielding ring 

The are consists of a varying number of copper plates, which are water coo1ed. In our 
case, four plates were used. The plates are separated by PVC rings to ensure electrical 
insulation. Inside these rings an 0-ring is mounted as a vacuum seal. This 0-ring is 
separated by a boron nitride ring to proteet it from the plasma. In the centre of the 
plates, there is a small channel with a diameter of 4 mm, through which the hydrogen 
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Chapter I Introduetion 

gas or the hydrogen/argon mixture flows. At the gas inlet side of the are, three 
catbodes are positioned under an angle of 45 degrees. The catbodes are made of 
thoriated tungsten and have sharpened pins. On the other side of the are, a large anode 
plate is positioned. The copper plates, the catbodes and the anode plate are water 
cooled. As the gas flows through the are, a current is generated between the catbodes 
and the anode plate, ionising the gas. The ionised gas is accelerated in the are and 
expands into the low pressure vessel. This is a cylindrical chamber of stainless steel. 
At the left side of the vessel a quartz window is mounted for spectroscopie 
measurements. On the top and the right side of the vessel one can choose to have a 
flange or a window depending on the type of measurements. The vessel is pumped by 
two root pumps and a rotating pump. This results in a maximum pumping capacity of 
1000 m3/hour. The pressure can be regulated by a valve between the vessel and the 
pumps. At the cascaded are side of the vessel, a magnetic field coil is mounted. lt can 
be used to confine the plasma and increase its electron density. 

1.2.2 The optica[ set-up 

A schematic representation of the optica} system is given in Figure 1-2. 

quartz 
fiber 

PM 

Figure 1-2 The optical set-up 

\ 

monochromator 

) 

) 

The light, emitted from the plasma is focused by a lens on the aperture of a quartz 
fibre. The fibre can be positioned by a y-z positioning system, enabling axial and 
radial scans of the plasma beam. The light is guided through the fibre to the entrance 
slit of a monochromator. The output of the monochromator is sent to a 
photomultiplier tube, whose pulses on detection of a photon, are converted to TIL 
pulses. These pulses are then commuted by a PC. 
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Chapter 1 Introduetion 

1.3 Measurements of the densities of the atomie hydrogen excited 
states 

With the set-up, described in the previous section, it is possible to produce a pure 
hydrogen plasma. The are is started on pure argon because even a small amount of 
hydrogen during start-up results in damage of the cathodes. After this, the hydrogen is 
mixed with the argon gas and the argon flow is slowly reduced until a pure hydrogen 
plasma beam exists. With a magnetic field of 40 mT at z= 18 cm in the centre of the 
plasma, this results in a bright red to blue plasma beam in the low pressure vessel. 
With the optical part of the set-up, the densities of the atomie hydrogen excited states 
have been measured. The procedure of these measurements is now explained. More 
details can be found in the thesis of Zhou Qing [QIN95]. The intensities of the 
hydrogen Balmer lines (radiative transition from level p=3,4 etc. to p=2) have been 
measured up to p=18. These intensities are proportional to the densities of the upper 
states for an optically thin plasma. The spatial resolution of the optica! set-up (0.2 cm) 
is much less than the radius of the plasma beam, so a lateral scan can be made over the 
beam. The lateral profile is then converted to a spatially resolved radial profile by 
Abel inversion [QIN95]. To obtain the population densities from the measured profile, 
a calibration of the optical system is carried out with a tungsten ribbon lamp. From 
this calibration, absolute emissivities of the Balmer lines can be calculated, which are 
proportional to the densities of the excited states. The results of the measurements and 
subsequent calculations are shown in Figure 1-3. 

1015 

1014 
• • z;:l8an I 

1013 • I 
•• 

I • • • I • • z;:24an 
"""' 1012 

f .·· "' ·a ...._, 
oE" 1011 • • I I '? î· •• •• • • z;:Tian 

p =6 p =3 
1010 • • 
109 I 

p = 18 

108 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

~ (eV) 

Figure 1-3 Measured densities of the atomie hydrogen 
excited states at three axial positions, Hrflow = 0.5 
sim, Iarc = 50 A, B = 40 mT, Pvessel = 5 Pa 

Values of the electron density ne and electron temperature Te have also been 
determined for the different axial positions. This has been done by Langmuir double 
probe measurements. The errors in Te and ne are 10 to 25 %. The results of the probe 
measurements are shown in Figure 1-4 and Figure 1-5 . 
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Figure 1-4 Te values determined by Langmuir double probe 
measurements, Hrflow = 0.5 sim, Iarc = 50 A, B = 40 mT, Pvessel = 5 
Pa 
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I 
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Figure 1-5 De values determined by Langmuir double probe 
measurements, Hrflow = 0.5 sim, Iarc = 50 A, B = 40 mT, Pvessel = 5 
Pa 

As can be seen from Figure 1-3, very high densities of the atomie hydrogen excited 
states have been measured. Typical densities in hydrogen plasmas are 1012 m-3

. At 

z=18 cm, the density is :::::1014 m-3 for p=3. The question is thus, what causes these 
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Chapter 1 Introduetion 

high densities. As has been mentioned in section 1.1, collisional-radiative models are 
used to calculate the densities. The model, used in the project and its results as well as 
the other objectives of the graduation project will be discussed in the following 
chapters. 
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Chapter 2 Atomie proeesses in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

Chapter 2 Atomie proeesses in an expanding easeaded are 
plasma beam 

The densities of the excited states of atomie hydrogen have been measured in an 
ex panding cascaded are hydrogen plasma beam by means of emission spectroscopy. 
These densities are 2 orders higher than what is usually measured for hydrogen 
plasmas. In literature, collisional-radiative models (CR-models) are used to simulate 
the densities of excited states in a plasma. In our group, a CR-model has been 
developed for argon plasmas [MUL90], [BEN93]. More recently, this model has been 
adapted for hydrogen plasmas. The listings of the model and explanation about the 
parameters in it can be found inthemaster thesis of J. Wevers [WEV93]. In the next 
section, the basics of CR-models will be explained. After that, the results of the 
model, in which only atomie processes have been included, are compared to the 
measurements and other models, reported in literature. 

2.1 Collisional-radiative modelsof atomie hydrogen 

Collisional-radiative models (CR-models) are an ensemble of balance equations for 
the excited states of an atomie or molecular specie. To calculate the density of the 
excited states in a plasma, one can start with the continuity equation for the level p: 

an (an J _P +V·(n w)= _P =P-nD at p at p p p 
CR 

(2.1) 

where w is the drift velocity, P P are the populating processes and Dp the depepulating 
processes of particles in level p. Here, we assume that the plasma is optically thin. 
When the plasma is in a stationary condition, the density of the excited states is 
constant in time: 

(a~, J=o (2.2) 

In our CR-model we also assume that 

(2.3) 

for all excited levels p~2, which is called the Quasi Steady State Solution. This is 
correct if the processes which populate and depepulate the levels are fast with respect 
to a characteristic transport time. The equations that are generally solved are 
[MUL90]: 
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Chapter 2 Atomie processes in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

(anp) =0, p;:::2 
at CR 

ani n ( - ) - (ani ) -+v· nw --
at I I at 

CR 

ani n ( - ) - (ani ) -+v· n.w.--
at I I at 

CR 

(2.4) 

where ni is the ion (H+) density. In our model, the equations for the neutral ground 
state and ion ground state have been omitted, they are input parameters for the model. 
In a stationary condition, we have 

ani= ani =0. 
at at 

(2.5) 

From (2.1 ), it can be seen that knowledge about the gain and loss processes IS 

necessary to solve the equations. 

In anatomie CR-model, only atomie processes are included and in the hydrogen case, 
only singly ionised ions exist. The processes that have been included in our atomie 
model are: 

• collisional (de)excitation: 

(2.6) 

where Xp is a partiele X in state p. lf p < q, the process is collisional excitation. 

• collisional ionisation and recombination: 

(2.7) 

• radiative deexcitation: 

(2.8) 

where p > q. 

• radiative recombination: 

(2.9) 

The rates for the collisional processes are calculated using the expressions as proposed 
by Vriens and Smeets [VRI80]. In the stationary condition, the density of the excited 
states is constant, which means that the number of processes, populating level p is 
equal to the number of processes depepulating level p. This leads to a set of coupled 
equations for each level p that are solved numerically to give the desired densities. For 
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Chapter 2 Atomie processes in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

the high excited states a cut-off procedure [MUL90] has been implemented in our 
model. For levels above the cut-off level, the dominant processes are stepwise 
excitation and deexcitation. An excitation flow from the cut-off level upwards can 
then be calculated analytically [MUL90]. The lower excited states are calculated 
numerically. More information about the atomie processes and the CR-model can be 
found inthemaster thesis of J. Wevers [WEV93]. 

2.1.1 Population inversion in a hydrogen system 

What can also be seen in Figure 1.3 is the occurrence of a population inversion in the 
densities of the excited states. This has drawn much attention to the hydrogen plasma 
because of the possibility as a laser medium. In interstellar clouds, the inversion can 
occur at levels as high as p = 100. Inversion has been reported in literature [AKA94] 
and can be explained by examining the populating (P p) and depopulating (Dp) 
processes of the excited states. In the stationary condition, 

(2.10) 

where np is the density of the excited level p. Solving (2.10), the density can be 
written as: 

(2.11) 

and inversion will take place when 

(2.12) 

where np is maximaL In genera}, it is assumed that for the low excited states, radiative 
processes (Apq) are dominant, while collisional processes (Kpq) are dominant for the 
high excited states. For the radiative processes, the total transition probabilities are 
approximately proportional to p-5 [MUL90]. The total collisional deexcitation is 
proportional to the electron density and p4 [MUL90]. This p4-dependence sterns from 
the geometrical cross section of the hydrogen atom in state p. For the depopulating 
processes, the following can be derived: 

DP = Apq oe p-5 (low excited states) 

DP :::: ne · Kpq oe ne · p4 (high excited states) 
(2.13) 

From (2.13) it can be seen that Dp has a minimum at level p where collisional and 
radiative processes are in equilibrium: 

(2.14) 

By substituting the dependendes on p of the radiative and collisional processes in 
(2.14), the level PeR where Dp is minimaland where inversion will take place, can be 
calculated. N ote that P P must be an increasing function of p. 
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Chapter 2 Atomie proeesses in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

(2.15) 

2.2 The results of the atomie collisional-radiative model 

The results pf the simulations using the atomie CR-model are shown in Figure 2-1. 

1014 • m:astremei1S, "&= 18 cm • • 
I 

I • 1013 • • •• atanic, 0.04eV, 1.7e18 m· 3 

• • • 
c?" 10

12 ( 
E • - • a. 
0> 
"'n. 1011 1:-
c:: 

10 .. À À 
10 JIIII.Ü- À atanic, Te=0.45 eV, n ::418 m·3 

e À 

1&~--~----~----L---~----~--~~--~--~ 
0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 

lP (eV) 

Figure 2-1 Comparison of the experimental data of the densities at 
z=18 cm and the atomie collisional-radiative model 

As can be seen from the above figure, the results can be explained as far as the high 
excited states are concemed. However, we need an electron temperature of 0.04 e V 

and an electron density of 1.7·1018 m·3 to do this. However, these values for ne and Te 
are in contractietion with the values determined by Langmuir double probe 
measurements in Figure 1-4 and Figure 1-5. As far as the low excited states are 
concemed, the atomie model cannot explain the high densities. When the measured 

values for the electron density (4·1018 m·3
) and temperature (0.45 eV) are used as input 

parameters for the model, the simulations are in strong disagreement with the 
measurements. Apparently, totally different processes than the atomie processes rule 
the popuiatien of the hydrogen excited states. 

2.3 The Saha-Boltzmann balance 

In literature, several articles exist in which the densities of the excited states have been 
calculated with collisional-radiative models [AKA94],[BEN93]. Three of the input 
parameters of these models are the electron density ne, the ion density ni (with fle = nï) 
and the electron temperature Te. Another input parameter is the neutral (H) density. 
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Chapter 2 Atomie proeesses in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

As has been mentioned before, the collisional processes are assumed to be dominant 
for the high excited states. This leads to an equilibrium sirnation between the high 
excited states, the electron density and the ion density ni. If a level is in equilibrium 
with the ion density, its density is described by the Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium 
equation. The Saha equilibrium density is given by: 

nP n. n h ~ s ( z J
3

'

2 (E ) g:- = g: g: 27tmekT exp kT ' 
(2.16) 

where Epi is the ionisation energy of level p. The temperature in the equation is the 
electron temperature, because electron collisions with the high excited atoms lead to 
the Saha-balance. The factors gi and ge are the statistica} weights of the ions and 
electrens respectively. The statistica} weight (degeneracy) of the electron is 2, because 
an electron can be in the same state with spin up and spin down. The statistica} weight 
of the ion H+ is 1. There is an uncertainty in the calculation of the hp-factor. The 
hydrogen ion state in the plasma can be either H+ or H2 +. lf the dominant ion is H2 +, 
the Saha-Boltzmann balanceis no Jongervalid because there is no collisional balance 
between the excited hydrogen atom and the hydrogen molecular ion. lf H+ is the 
dominant ion but there is also H2 + in the plasma, the hp-factors are higher than 
calculated from (2.16). For now, we will assume that the positive charge is dominantly 
H+. To check if statepis in equilibrium with the ion state, its density can be compared 
to the Saha density. The deviation from the Saha balance is given by the hp-factor, 
where 

n 
b =-p 

P ns 
p 

(2.17) 

As we have determined ne ( = ni) and Te by Langmuir probe measurements, it is 
possible to calculate our hp-factors from direct measurements. The results of these 
calculations are shown in Figure 2-2. 

104 

• 
103 

I • • • z=l8 cm ,,u. • • • 
102 

~ • , • z=24 cm 
a. ..c • 

101 

• 
z=27 cm • 

100 

• 
10-1 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 L2 1.4 1.6 

lP (eV) 

Figure 2-2 bp-values at three axial positions 
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Chapter 2 Atomie processes in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

What is immediately obvious from this figure is that the hp-factors are larger than 1 
for most states and for all high excited states. This means that these states are not in 
equilibrium with the ion state, but that they are overpopuiated. In literature, several 
measurements of the densities of the excited states have been done on other expanding 
hydrogen plasmas. In some of them, Te and ne measurements have been performed 
also. However, in none of them have hp-factors been determined. We have calculated 
the hp-factors to check if the densities of the high excited states were in equilibrium 
with the ion density (bp= 1) for their experimental situation. The results of these 
calculations are presented in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 The experimental conditio os, De, Te and calculated bp·factors in 
various types of recombining plasmas 

experimental conditions ne (m-3) Te (eV) bp 

expanding H2/He plasma, 3·1018 0.28 b3=1, b4=13, bs=50, 
p=0.15 Torr [HOF72] b7=55 
confined pulse H2/He plasma, 2·1018 0.14 b 2 10-4 b4=2·10-2, 3= . ' 
p=10-5 Torr [SUC76] b6=1, b7=1.5, b8=2 
ex panding H2/Ar plasma, 8·1018 0.30 b3= 1, b4=2, bs=2 

p=4·10-2 Torr [LUK78] 9·1018 0.35 b3=2, b4= 1.4, bs=2 

1·1019 0.43 b3= 10, b4=8, bs=5 

ex panding pure H2 plasma 3·1018 0.25 b3=3.4, bs=70 
[HAR80] 

b6=70, 

bs=0.3, 

Also for the plasmas, mentioned in Table 2-1, the hp-factors are larger than 1 for the 
high excited states, which means that the high excited states are not in the Saha
Boltzmann equilibrium. 

In the CR-model by Akatsuka [AKA94], the electron temperature Te is calculated 
from a Saha-Boltzmann fit through the high excited states (up to p=12). The electron 
temperatures, calculated in this way, range from 0.20 eV close to the nozzle to 0.066 
eV at 22 cm from the nozzle. However, they have measured electron temperatures for 
a similar helium plasma. These temperatures range from 0.1 to 1 eV. Therefore, it 
seems that the calculated electron temperatures are somewhat too low. With Te 

calculated by a Saba-fit and an estimated electron density ne of"" 1019 m-3, their model 
agrees with their experiments rather wel I. By calculating Te in this way and assuming 
that the high excited states are in equilibrium with the ion state, the hp-factors are 
automatically 1 for the high excited states. The densities for the lower states are not in 
equilibrium, they are underpopulated and thus have hp-factors smaller than 1. The fact 
that the hp-factors are not equal to 1 for the high excited states in our and other 
plasmas, shows that electron temperatures calculated from a Saba-fit through these 
states renders values that are not trustworthy and should not be used as input 
parameters for collisional-radiative models. This is also illustrated by calculating Te 
by a Saha-fit for our experiments at z=18 cm, which gives an electron temperature of 
0.04 eV, while the probe measurements give 0.45 eV. 
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Chapter 2 Atomie proeesses in an expanding easeaded are plasma beam 

In Figure 2-3, the hp-factors that follow from the CR-model have been plotted as a 
function of the ionisation potential. 

a. 
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Figure 2-3 The hp-factors calculated with the atomie collisional-
radiative model 

The hp-factors calculated with the atomie model are all smaller than 1. This is aresult 
of the fact that only atomie processes have been included in the model. The high 
excited states are populated by three-particle recombination: 

(2.18) 

which means that the high excited states are in equilibrium with the ion state and that 
the hp-factors are almost 1 for these states. As radiative decay is stronger for the lower 
states, there is more depopulation there and the hp-factors are smaller than 1. This is 
similar for an expanding argon plasma [BEN93]. The fact that the hp-factors 
calculated with an atomie model automatically leads to values smaller than 1 shows 
that atomie processes alone cannot account for the ohserved hp-factors in Figure 2-2. 

Another point worth consictering is the fact that Öbp=hp-1 is proportional to p-3 for the 
z= 18 cm measurements, which follows from the slope of a ln(bp-1) vs. ln(p) plot. In 
this plot, bp bas been calculated with an electron temperature of 0.45 e V and an 

electron density of 4·1018 m-3
. The slope only depends on Te. An error of 25 % in Te 

renders an error of 7 % in the slope. 

• 
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Figure 2-4 Calculation of the exponent in the p-dependence of 

Öbp 

The exponent can be calculated theoretically. For this calculation, knowledge of the 
populating and depopulating processes and the population souree are required. The 
coupling between the excited states can be seen in terms of a flow J [MUL90]. This 
flow is equal to the populating minus the depopulating processes and can be written as 
(for large p ): 

(2.19) 

for the high excited states where collisional excitation and deexcitation are dominant 
over radiative processes. Kp,p+l is the collisional excitation rate from p to p+ 1. With 
the definition of the hp-factor this can be written as: 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

As has been mentioned before, the collisional rateis proportional to p4
: 

(2.23) 

With this equation and the definition of T\ps : 

(2.24) 
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where gp is the statistica} weight of level p, which ts equal to 2p2
, the flow in 

excitation space becomes: 

(2.25) 

The derivative of the flow is equal to the souree and can be written as: 

(2.26) 

lt has been shown both experimentally and analytically that bp is proportional to p-6 

[MUL90]. This holds for a plasma in which both stepwise ionisation and direct 
ionisation occur. As the electron temperature is high enough to ionise the high excited 
states directly, the p -6 -dependence should be valid for a hydragen plasma. This 
exponent has also been used in the cut-off procedure for the atomie collisional
radiative model. However, we have seen that bp is proportional to p-3 in the 
experiments. The only way to explain this is to introduce a new source. As all atomie 
processes have been included, the new souree cannot be an atomie source. From 

(2.26), it follows that Sp oe p. 

2.4 Conclusions 

The fact that the high densities for the low excited states cannot be explained by 
atomie processes and the fact that atomie processes automatically lead to hp-factors 
that are smaller than or equal to 1, leads to the same conclusion: it is impossible to 
explain the atomie hydragen excited state densities by atomie processes. From the 
exponent in the p dependenee of bp, this same condusion can be drawn. The question 
arises what processes are responsible for the observed densities. As hydragen is a 
molecule, it is not unlikely that molecular processes are responsible for the observed 
densities. The introduetion of molecular induced reactions was also necessary in the 
explanation of the anomalous recombination in a hydragen plasma beam in the work 
of M. de Graaf [GRA94]. In the next chapter, we will consider molecular induced 
processes which may have an important impact on the hydragen plasma. The CR
model will be adapted by including molecular induced processes in order to explain 
the experimental results. 
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Chapter 3 Molecular indoeed processes in the hydrogen 
plasma 

In the previous chapter, we have concluded that atomie population processes were not 
sufficient to explain the high densities of the atomie hydrogen excited states and could 
not explain hp-factors larger than 1. In this chapter, molecular induced reactions which 
lead to population of the excited states in the hydrogen plasma are considered. These 
reactions automatically cause the introduetion of hydrogen molecules and molecular 
ions. In the ETP-group, a collisional-radiative model for hydrogen plasmas existed, in 
which some molecular reactions were included. This model is described in the master 
thesis of J. Wevers [WEV93]. In this chapter, new reactions, which are implemented 
and other changes that have been made to this model will be discussed. Using the 
adapted model, densities of the molecular ions, which are required to explain the high 
densities of the excited states, have been calculated. One of the ions is the negative ion 
K. Inthelast part of this chapter, experiments to detect Kin the plasma beam will be 
discussed. 

3.1 Molecular reactions 

As the atomie model could not explain the high densities of the low excited states, 
there is a need for a souree of these states. Therefore, we will consicter reactions that 
populate the excited states p=3 to p=6. Some molecular reactions that have the 
possibility to produce excited hydrogen atoms are now discussed. 

The first reaction under consideration is the dissociative recombination reaction 

H+.v.J +e---t H + H 
2 p~2 ' 

(3.1) 

With the ionisation energy of Hz being 15.422 eV and its dissociation energy 4.476 
eV, there is 10.946 eV left to excite the atomie hydrogen. Thus, the highest reachable 
level is p=2 (excitation energy = 10.2 eV). However, if the molecular ion has some 
sort of intemal or kinetic energy, this souree can populate higher states. The intemal 
energy can be rovibrational energy. In this section, rovibrational energy will be 
considered. The subject of kinetic energy will be treated in section 3.5. For this 
reaction to excite the atomie hydrogen to p=4 (E=12.75 eV), the rovibrational energy 
has to beat least 1.8 eV. Moreover, Hz+ is produced in the following charge exchange 
reaction: 

(3.2) 

As the difference in ionisation energies for Hz+ and W is 15.422 - 13.6 = 1.822 e V, 
the hydrogen molecule has to be rovibrationally excited to at least v=4 (1.9 eV). The 
product is then H2 + which is not rovibrationally excited. As we have calculated, H2 + 

should have an intern al energy of 1.8 e V to produce excited hydrogen atoms in level 
p=4. This means that the energy of the initial hydrogen molecule should be 1.8 + 1.9 = 
3.7 eV to end up with Hp=4· Therefore, if dissociative recombination is responsible for 
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the observed densities, very high rovibrationally excited hydrogen molecules have to 
be present in the plasma. 

The second reaction which leads to excited hydrogen atoms IS the mutual 
recombination reaction between H+ and H" 

The rates for this reaction have been calculated [BAT55],[EER95] and compared to 
measurements for this reaction [MOS70]. The calculations show that the rates for p=2 
and p=4 are negligibly small and that the reaction only leads to p=3. The reason for 
this is that the distance between H+ and H", at which the reaction takes place is 
inversely proportional to the excess energy of the reaction [EER95]. For p=4, this 
distance is very large and at that distance, the interaction between the particles is very 
small. The consequence is a very small rate. For p=2, the distance is very small and 
the reaction will already have taken place at a larger distance, where the reaction leads 
to p=3. As the energy difference between the p=3 state and the p=4 state is 0.66 eV 
and the measured electron temperatures are smaller than that, collisional excitation 
from p=3 upwards is too small to explain the high densities at p=4,5 etc. Moreover, 
the bp-measurements show that for the low excited states, the plasma is recombining 
and not ionising. 

A similar reaction as the atomie mutual recombination reaction is possible between 
the molecular ions Ht and H": 

(3.4) 

The ionisation energy of Hz is 15.422 eV, the "ionisation" energy of H" 0.75 eV. This 
leaves 14.672 eV to excite the atomie hydrogen. As the ionisation energy of atomie 
hydrogen is only 13.6 eV, all states can be populated in this reaction leaving some 
energy for the rovibrational excitation of the resulting Hz molecule. Before examining 
this reaction further, the reaction which produces the negative ion H" has to be 
considered. 

(3.5) 

As was the case in the Hz+ producing reaction, we need rovibrationally excited Hz 
molecules in this reaction. The rovibrational energy needed for this reaction is 4.476-
0.75 = 3.726 eV, which is equal to the energy needed to produce rovibrationally 
excited Hz+ molecules. Besides high excited Hz molecules, the presence of hot 
electrons could lead to the production of H". As the details about the processes for Hz+ 
and H" production are not yet known, we will assume that there are enough excited 
molecules to produce the required amounts of Hz+ and H". 
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3.2 The densities of the molecular i ons 

Assuming that the reactions considered in the previous section are responsible for the 
densities of the excited states, the question arises what the required densities of the 
molecular ions are to explain the experimental data. To answer this question we have 
to know the rate of the molecular mutual recombination reaction. These rates have 
never been measured and no model calculations existed for it. Therefore, we have 
developed a Landau-Zener (see appendix C) model for this reaction to calculate its 
cross-section and rate constant. The artiele in which the model and its results have 
been publisbed will now be included as an intermezzo. Later, we will use the cross 
sections calculated in the article. 
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Cross section for the mutual neutralization reaction H 2 + + H-, c8Iculated in a multiple-crossing 
Landau-Zeoer approxim.ation 

M. J. J. Eerden, M. C. M. van de Sanden, D. K. Otorbaev, and D. C. Schram 
Depanment of Physics, Eindhoven Universiry of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

(Reccived 17 October 1994) 

A multiple-crossing Landau-Zener model is applied to calculate mutual neutralization cross sections 
for the reactions H+ + H- and Hz++ H- as a function of tbe principal quanturn nurnber n of the resuJt
ing H atom. For low-energy collisions (E ::S 10 eV), the total cross section for Hz++ H- is a factor of 8 
largcr than tbe one for H+ + H-. The cross section for the process including H2 +, in whicb tbc H atom 
is excited to tbe quanturn state n ( 2 ::Sn ::S 8 ), bas a nonmonotonic bebavior as a function of tbc atomie 
quanturn state. Comparison of tbe calcuJated results witb newly received ex perimental data is made. 

PACS number(s): 34.10.+x, 52.20.Hv, 34.70.+e, 82.30.Fi 

I. INTRODUCI'ION 

The reaction of mutual neutralization of positive and 
negative ions A + + B- ........ A + B + !:J.E occurs in any ion
ized gas in which negative ions are fonned. Practical in
terest in ion-ion mutual neutralization originates from its 
importance in the remaval of charge of the Earth's iono
sphere, in high energy physics, in fusion plasmas, and in 
plasma chemistry. Theoreiically, for this type of reaction 
the cross section calculations based on curve-crossing 
models are relatively straightforward. 

Many of the publisbed theoretica! studies have been 
based on some fonn of a Landau-Zener curve-crossing 
concept [1,2). It is, of course, an approximate metbod 
and the Iimitations to its accuracy have been pointed out, 
especially for the high energy callision range (E =::: 10 eV), 
where the pure Landau-Zener approximation is not valid 
[ 3-5). For the high energy range an agreement between 
the experimental data and various approximate curve
crossing theories as well as more sophisticated theories, 
based on a quanturn mechanica! approach, remained 
elusive even for the simplest (H+ -H-) system until re
vised measurements [6-8) agreed with detailed close
coupling quanturn mechanica! calculations [9,10), two
electron calculations [I I), and two molecular orbital cal
culations [12). 

Most of the experiments and calculations have been 
perfonned for the simplest reaction of neutralization be
tween H+ and H- since it provides the obvious starting 
point from which both experiment and theory can be 
developed. Some experiments and simple calculations 
have been done for more complex situations, such as 
atomie ion-ion reactions without the participation of hy
drogen and reactions including molecular ions. The 
latter case, including molecular ions, is a more complicat
ed problem from a theoretica! point of view since addi
tionally one has to take into account the molecular inter
na! degrees of freedom. Systems with rotational and vi
brational degrees of freedom have to be treated in a mul
tiple curve-crossing approximation. 

The calculations presented in this paper were stimulat
ed by experiment where an inversion of the atomie hy
drogen excited level populations in a magnetized expand-

1050-294 7/95/5 I (4)13362(4)/$06.00 51 

ing recombining hydragen plasma has been observed [13). 
We have attempted to explain the experimental data with 
an atomie collisional-radiative model. It was illustrated 
that these models cannot explain the large population 
densities for high excited states [13). A possible explana
tion for the large densities are the mutual neutralization 
reactions (3,14) 

H++H- ........ H+H.*, n=2,3, ... (!; 

and 

H/l•.J1+H- ........ H/.J'+H.*, n=2,3,... (2) 

with the predominant selective excitation of some atomie 
quanturn states. 

A single-crossing Landau-Zener model for mutual 
recombination reactions was applied to reaction Eq. (I) 

by Bates and Lewis [3] and Olson, Peterson, and Moseley 
[14]. The result were in good agreement with experimen
tal data, including the Iow-energy region. However, for 
reaction (2) neither calculations nor any experimental 
data exist for the low-energy range. In this paper, a 
multiple-crossing Landau-Zener model is used to calcu
late cross sections for these reacrions as a function of the 
principal quanturn number n. 

II. THEORY 

For mutual neutralization reactions such as, for exam
ple, Eqs. (1) and (2), cross sections can be calculated using 
Landau-Zener theory [1,2,15). These cross sections de
pend on single or multiple potential energy crossings. 
The probability of a transition when two curves cross is 
[14] 

[ 
-2v l p=exp ~ , (3) 

where v1, the radial velocity at the crossing point K,, is 
given by 

v1=v [ l+(RxE)- 1
- [:x rJ 112 

(4) 
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and 

(5) 

with H;1 the coupling matrix element. 
is obtained through 

The cross section 

J
b, 

Q=21T bP(b)db , 
0 

(6) 

with b the impact parameter and P the total probability 
of a transition. The integral must be calculated up tob., 
where b. is given by 

(7) 

In our model we have used an expression for the coupling 
matrix element derived by Smirnov [4). This expression 
was derived for mutual recombination reactions such as 
Eq. (1), in which two atoms occur. It includes the wave 
functions of the electron in H- and the excited electron 
inH. •. As a first approximation we used this expression 
for the mutual recombination reaction Eq. (2) as well. 
Note that this is not straightforward since we assume 
that the intermediate H3 complex can decay in channels 
in which, besides the transfer of an electron from H- to 
Hi, the remairring H is exdted. The expression given by 
Smirnov in atomie units is ( 16) 

H;}=ya2 A 2(2R;)- 1(4/d 1r(aR. )21a(21 +I) 

-(a+riR 
Xexp T- 1(1/a+/+l)r- 1(1/a-1). (8) 

In this expression, y 2 /2 is the binding energy of the nega
tive ion, a 2 /2 is the binding energy of the excited elec
tron, and I is its angular momenturn quanturn number. 
A 2= -2.65 for H-. 

Strictly speaking, the Landau-Zener approximation 
can only be applied to transitions invalving zero angular 
momenturn because it is an approximation to the equa
tions descrihing only two coupled channels. In genera!, 
however, the angular momenturn is nonzero and there 
will be a strong coupling between the magnetic sublevels. 
Nevertheless the aim of our calculations is to determine 
the integral cross section of reactions (I) and (2), i.e., only 
the cross sections as a function of the principal quanturn 
number n, averaged over the various magnetic sublevels. 
Therefore, in practice, by using potential (8), we perform 
the calculations for each of the magnetic sublevels 1 of a 
particular quanturn state n and average the cross sections 
over the various 1. Since the strong coupling between the 
magnetic sublevels mainly leads to the redistribution of 
the populations among the various 1, we assume that the 
procedure of averaging provides us with an accurate ap
proximation for the integral cross section. 

In the single-crossing case, the total probability of a 
transition is P=2p(l-p) [15), as the transition can take 
place at both passages of the crossing point. In the 
multiple-crossing case, the total probability changes on 
account of the influence of other crossings. The probabil
ity of a transition in the case of three crossings, leading to 
reaction product I (see Fig. !), depends on b, (3): 

(9) 

u a~ 
2 

3 

( 

r 

FIG. I. Potential energy curve scheme for mutual neutraliza
tion reactions. The curved line is tbe potential energy curve of 
the reaction's input channel (H+ + H- or H:! + H-). The 
straight lines are possible output channels, in' which the result
ing H atom is in different quanturn states. Three crossings have 
been included. 

P1b =( 1-p. lpa +( 1-p. lPaPl+( !-p. )pa( I-pb )2 , 

b~ <b <b: (10) 

P1c =(I-pa )pa+( 1-pa lpa( !-pb )2 

+ (1-Pa lPaPlPJ + (1-Pa lPaPl( 1-Pc )2 
, 

O<b <b~ (I!) 

with Pa the probability of an adiabatic transition, calcu
lated from Eq. (3). The cross section is 

b' bb b" 

Q=21T J ·bp1,db+21r I ·bP1bdb+21T I ·bP1adb. 021 
0 b~ b: 

in analogy with Eq. (6). Equations (3)-02) have been 
used to calculated cross sections for the mutual neutral
ization reactions (!) and (2). Three (n =2-4) and seven 
(n =2-8) crossings have been used, respectively. The 
equations have been implemented in MAPLEv (17]. 

ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. H++H-

Applying the discussed model to the mutual recom
bination reaction Eq. (I) (H+ + H-) leads to the values 
for the total cross sections, presented in Fig. 2. Only the 
atomie excited state with n = 3 is populated with a large 
cross section (see also [3,14]). For n =2 and 4, the cross 
sections are negligibly small. In these calculations the 
coupling matrix elements were averaged over all angular 
momenturn quanturn nurnbers. According to experi
ments by Moseley, Aberth, and Peterson [18] (see Fig. 2), 
the total cross section for mutual recombination of Eq. 
(!)is ""10- 17 m2. The calculated values agrees within a 
factor of 2 with these experiments. Agreement with cal
culations of Bates and Lewis (3) and Olson, Peterson, and 
Moseley [14] is much better. 
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FIG. 2. Total cross sections for the mutual 

neutralization reactions H 2 T + H- lupper 
dasheel line) and H T + H- lother lines and 
points). Lines stand for theoretica! calcula
tions while the points are experimental data. 
The solid line and upper dasheel line were cal
culateel with Eqs. (3)-(12). 
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It is important to underline that our calculations of the 
atomie ions mutual neutralization reaction, based on a 
multiple-crossing Landau-Zener approximation, are actu
ally in very good agreement with a more general quanturn 
mechanica! approach [9]. At low energies (E ~ 5 eV) the 
extemal interaction is more important tban the intemal 
movement of the electrans in the atoms or molecules. By 
realizing tbis, the agreement between the quanturn 
mecbanical approach and tbe Landau-Zener approxima
tion can be understood [9]. This result givcs us 
confidence in applying the same metbod to calculate tbe 
cross sections for low energy negative-ion-positive
molecular-ion mutual neutralization reactions. 

B. H 2++H-

The model bas been applied to tbe mutual recombina
tion reaction Eq. (2), in wbicb electronically excited 
H*(n) atoms and rovibrationally excited H2

1"',J'l mole
cules are produced. The cross sections depend on tbe en
ergy deficit after tbe reaction. This energy deficit can be 
adjusted by manipulating the rotational and vibrational 
quanturn numbers v' and J'. In this way maximum cross 
sections have been calculated for n =2 up to 8. The re-

10·15 
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sults of the calculations of the total cross section are also 
presented in Fig. 2. As seen from Fig. 2, the experimen
tal data of Moseley, Aberth, and Peterson [18]1ie some
where in tbe middle of the theoretica! curves for the reac
tions Eqs. (l) and (2). A possible explanation for the 
discrepancy is tbat the real positive ion beam not only 
consists of H + (as is stated in [ 18]), but that it also con
tains a certain amount of H2 +. Tberefore the final 
detector's signa! in tbe experiments of Moseley, Aberth, 
and Peterson could be influenced by both reactions of 
mutual neutralization Eqs. (!) and (2). 

Tbe calculated total cross section is rather large, reach
ing from ""10- 17 m2 at E = 10 eV to ""4.4X 10- 16 m1 at 
E =0.02 eV. It has been shown [19] that total cross sec
tions for botb mutual recombination reactions Eqs. (!) 
and (2) are equally large for the high-energy range [19]. 
However, in our calculations total cross section for the 
low-energy interaction Eq. (2) is a factor of 8 larger than 
that for Eq. (!). This fact bas never been discussed in the 
literature; bowever, it is very important for recombina
tion kinetics in low temperature plasma. 

In Fig. 3 tbe varlation of the "partial" cross sections, 
i.e., cross sections for the reactions Eq. (2) as a function 
of atomie quanturn state H" ( n ), is shown. From this 

[) 

0 FIG. 3. Partial cross sections for the mutual 
neutralization reaction H 2+<•.Jl+H- ---H/·r 

6 
+ H, • as a function of the quanturn state n 

V 
and the center ofmass energy E. 

<> 

8 
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figure rather curious phenomena can be seen. There is a 
nonmonotonic behavior of partial cross section as a func
tion of n, with the maximum efficiency of excitation for 
the quanturn states with n = 5 and 6. This suggests that 
if only the mutual neutralization Eq. (2) is responsible for 
the excitation of the levels H•(n), population inversion 
between various quanturn states can occur and as a 
consequence, there might be a potential for a hydragen 
laser. 

It was mentioned already that the calculations of mu
tual neutralization cross sections have been stimulated by 
the experimental observation that inversion of the atomie 
hydragen excited level populations occurs in an expand
ing recombining hydragen plasma [13]. A possible ex
planation for the inversion and large absolute densities of 
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atomie hydragen is the reaction of molecular mutual 
recombination Eq. (2) with the predominant excitation of 
some atomie quanturn levels. The detail of the kinetics of 
atomie hydragen quanturn levels in a magnetized expand
ing recombining plasma will be discussed in a subsequent 
paper. 
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With the information from the artiele about the rates for the molecular mutual 
recombination reactions, it is possible to make an estimation of the densities of H2 + 

and K required to generate the high densities of the excited states. This can be done 
by consictering the density of the p=5 state. lf it is assumed that this state is populated 
by the molecular mutual recombination reaction and depopulated by radiative decay to 
lower states, a balance equation can be constructed. This balance reads: 

nH+ . nH_ . K = ns . As~4 3 2 l. 
2 ' ' ' 

(3.6) 

K is the rate for the mentioned reaction leading to p=5. This rate is 10-13 m3/s 

[EER95]. The measured density of level p=5 is 3·1015 m-3 (see Figure 1.3) and 

4 

As~4.3,2,l = IAs.q = 1.2 ·107 s-1' 
q=l 

(3.7) 

where As,q are the radiative transition probabilities from p=5 to the lower states. This 
balance equation leads to n + • nH_ "" 3 · 1035 m -6. In order to check if these reactions 

H2 

with the calculated molecular ion densities can explain our experimental data, we have 
introduced these reactions in the atomie CR-model. In the next section, this molecular 
CR-model will be discussed. 

3.3 The adapted collisional-radiative model 

In comparison to the collisional-radiative model described in the master thesis of J. 
Wevers [WEV93], some changes have been made. One of them is the introduetion of 
new reactions in the model. Table 3-1 gives an overview of the reactions that have 
been included in our model together with the rate constants. Reactions 12 to 22 are the 
newly included ones. 
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Table 3-1 Reactions that have been included in the molecular CR-model 
[GRA90], [NIJ 91], [JAN87], [HAR92], [EER95] 

Reaction mechanism Rate constant (m3/s) 

reaction 0.3eV 0.5eV l.OeV 
nr. 

H;·1 + W ~ H; + H Kt 2.5 10-15 2.5 10-15 2.5 10-15 

H;·1 +e- ~H+W K2 2.0 10-ts 3.1 10-17 2.9 10-lo 

H; +H2 ~H; +H K3 1.1 10-15 l.O 10-15 2.8 10-10 

H; + e- ~ Hv=z + H ~ 1.2 10-13 8.0 10-14 5.5 10-14 

H; +e- ~ H2 + Hv=2 K5 1.6 10-14 1.1 10-14 6.0 10-15 

H; + e- ~ 3H Kt, 2.0 10-14 1.4 10-14 7.8 10-15 

H+ + H- ~ H + Hv=2 K1 1.0 10-27 1.0 10-27 1.0 10-27 

H- + e- ~ H + 2e- Ks 5.o 10-16 2.5 10-15 1.5 10-14 

H+ +H- ~ H+Hp=J K9 5.0 10-14 5.o 10-14 5.0 10-14 

W+H~2H+e- Kw 5.o 10-16 1.0 10-16 I.o 10-15 

H; + H- ~ 2H
2 

K11 3.0 10-14 3.0 10-14 3.0 10.:r.r 

H; + W ~ H2 + Hp=2 Kl2 1.8 10-15 1.3 10-15 9.4 10-10 

H; + W ~ H2 + Hv=l Kl3 2.6 10-14 2.0 10-14 1.5 10-14 

H; + W ~ H2 + Hv=4 Kt4 1.1 10-13 7.6 10-14 5.2 10-14 

H; + W ~ H2 + Hr=s K15 1.4 10-13 9.5 10-14 6.2 10-14 

H; + W ~ H2 + Hr=o Kt6 9.9 10-14 7.5 10-14 5.6 10-14 

H; +W ~ H2 +Hr=7 Kl7 3.9 10-14 3.o 10- 14 2.3 10-14 

H; +W ~ H2 +Hv=R Kts 1.2 10-14 8.4 10-15 5.2 10-15 

H;'·~' + W --+ H; + H Kt9 2.5 10-15 2.5 10-15 2.5 10_1) 

H;',J' +e- ~ H+W K2o 8.0 10-15 3.4 10-15 l.O 10-14 

H+.v.J + H --+ H+ + H 
2 2 3 K21 1.1 10-15 I.o 10-15 2.8 10-16 

H;·v; + e- ~ Hr=2 + H K22 1.2 10-13 8.0 10- 14 5.5 10-14 

Reactions 19 and 20 are similar to reactions 1 and 2. The difference is that the 
rovibrational excitation is assumed to be higher in the latter. In reactions 21 and 22, 
the molecular ion H2 + is rovibrationally excited, which makes them different from 
reaction numbers 3 and 4. 

Some other changes are: 
• the rate constantsof reactions nr. 2, 5, 7 and 9 have been changed. Asthere were 

uncertainties in the rates of reactions 2 and 5, new values have been determined 
from literature. The rates for reactions nr. 7 and 9 have been taken from the 
Landau-Zener calculations. 

• the number of excited statesof atomie hydrogen has been changed from 12 to 20 
because the measurements determined densities up to p=18. 

• the statistica! weights of the molecules and molecular ions are calculated 
according to the equations in the thesis of M. de Graaf [GRA94]. These 
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calculations are temperature dependent Before this, the statistica! weights were 
fixed values, independent of the temperature. 

Moreover, two versions of the model have been made: In the first version, the 
densities of the molecular ions are calculated in a selfconsistent way, similar to the 
densities of the hydrogen atom excited states. To guarantee charge neutrality, this 
model has a iterative character [WEV93]. In the second version, the densities of the 
molecular ions (H2 +, H/ and R) are input parameters for the model. The iterative 
procedure is then no longer necessary because the input parameters can be chosen so 
that charge neutrality is obeyed. With the densities of the ions, it is tried to match the 
model with the experiments at several axial positions from the nozzle. 

The listings of the model are presented in appendix A. 

The results of the molecular CR-model in comparison to the measured densities at 
axial di stances z= 18, 24 and 27 cm from the nozzle are shown in Figure 3-1 to Figure 
3-3. We have used the ne and Te values that were measured by the Langmuir double 
probe. In the figures, the val u es for n(H2 +) and n(R) have been included. These are the 
densities that were necessary to match the model with the experiments . 
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Figure 3-1 Comparison of the molecular model with the measurements 
at z=18 cm, H2-flow = 0.5 sim, Iarc = 50 A, B = 40 mT, Pvessel = 5 Pa 
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Figure 3-2 Comparison of the molecular model with the measurements 
at z=24 cm, Hrflow = 0.5 sim, Iarc = 50 A, B = 40 mT, Pvessel = 5 Pa 
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Figure 3-3 Comparison of the molecular model with the 
measurements at z=27 cm, Hz-flow = 0.5 sim, Iarc = 50 A, B = 40 mT, 
Pvessel = 5 Pa 
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Figure 3-4 Comparison of the hp-factors of the measurements at 
z=18 cm and the model 

As can be seen from the figures, the model agrees with the experimental data rather 
well as far as the low excited states (p=3 to 6) are concemed, especially for z= 18 and 
24 cm. The hp-factors calculated with the adapted CR-model are larger than 1 for all 
states, which was not the case for the atomie model. For the high excited states, the 
agreement is bad. Some possible explanations for this discrepancy are: 
• a molecular souree which populates these high excited states. This souree should 

mainly populate the levels p=7 and higher. This would automatically result in 
higher densities of the high excited states. From the p dependency of bp, it has 

been concluded that the souree is proportional to p (Sp oe p). A possibility is the 
reaction between the Rydberg state of H2 and a hydrogen atom, in which the 
excitation is exchanged: H; + H -7 H2 + H* (3.8) 

• an error in the calibration with the tungsten ribbon lamp. The densities of the 
excited states have been calculated by measuring the absolute emissions of the 
Balmer lines and comparing these to the emission of a tungsten ribbon lamp, as 
explained in chapter 1. The part of the spectrum where the problems are is the 
UV -part. The emission of the lamp is very low there and the cal i bration more 
difficult than in the visible light case. The calibration has to be redone to see if it is 
responsible for the deviation at the high excited states. 

The figures show that the molecular mutual recombination reaction can explain the 

high densities of the excited states 3 ~ p ~ 6. The densities of the molecular ions that 
are needed to match the model with the experiments are shown in Figure 3-5 as a 
function of the axial di stance to the nozzle. 
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Figure 3-5 The molecular densities of H2 + and H" as a 
function of the axial position 

3.4 Conclusions of the molecular CR-model 

2B 

The absolute densities of the atomie hydrogen excited states have been measured. 
These measurements show a strong overpopulation and an inversion at some axial 
positions. The considerations in this chapter lead to the condusion that the molecular 
mutual recombination reaction between H2 + and the negative ion R is the most likely 
souree of the high densities. However, the high densities at the high excited states can 
still not be explained. Atomie processes alone are insufficient to explain the high 
densities. The densities of the i ons H2 + and R that lead to the observed densities have 
been calculated using a molecular CR-model. In the next section, a one-dimensional 
flow model is developed, with which it is tried to explain the molecular densities. 

3.5 The one-dimensional flow model 

As has been shown in the previous sections, the ion densities are important features of 
the plasma. The reactions that produce H2 + and H- have been discussed in section 3.1. 
In this section, the positive ion H3 + will also be included. The production of the i ons in 
the cascaded are will be neglected although this assumption may not be valid. The 
production reactions of the ions are listed in Table 3-2: 
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Table 3-2 Production reactions of molecular 
i ons 

reaction rate constant (m3/s) 

Hz v.J + H+ ---t Hz+ + H 2.5 ·10"15 

Hz+ + Hz ---t Ht + H 10
.1s 

e· + Hzv,J ---t K + H w-n 

The rate for K production has been taken higher here than in Table 3-1, because the 
rovibrational excitation is assumed to be higher. As has been mentioned in section 3.1, 
the production of the ions depends on the rovibrational excitation of the hydrogen 

molecules. The density of Hz molecules in the plasma beam is very high (7 ·1 ozo m "3) 

due to recirculation of wall absorbed hydrogen molecules. The rovibrational excitation 
of these molecules can take place at the wall or in the cascaded are. Measurements 
with a CARS set-up [MEU95] in our group fora similar plasma beam show that high 
excited rotational molecules may exist in high densities in the plasma beam. The 
question is how much rovibrationally excited molecules are necessary to explain the 
high densities of the excited states. An order of magnitude calculation will be carried 
out with a simple one-dimensional flow model in which the transport of the ions is 
balanced by destruction and production processes of the ions. The assumed electron 
temperature is 0.3 eV. Furthermore, two densities n1 and nz will be used as the 

densities of rovibrational molecules with an energy of :=:: 1.8 eV and :=:: 3.8 eV 
respectively. The n1 density is necessary to produce Hz+, the nz density to produce H·. 
The coupled differential equations for the charged particles all have the same form: 

( ) 
anion p D 

u x -- = ion - nion ion ' a x 
(3.9) 

where u(x) is the velocity at axial position x, Pion are the ion producing processes and 
Dion are the ion destructing processes. These processes are the same as the ones in 
Table 3-1 except for the reactions K8 and K10. Five coupled differential equations for 
the densities of e·, K, H+, Hz+ and Ht are solved in a Runga-Kutta integration 
procedure of a MapJe program. This program is included in appendix B. The 
integration is started at a position of x=0.01 m. Begin conditions for the electron and 
H+ density are determined by extrapolating the measurements of these densities. The 
results of the flow model are shown in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6 The electron and ion densities as calculated with the one
dimensional flow model as function of the axial position 

The electron and H+ density agree rather well with the probe measurements. However, 
the densities of Ht and R do not agree with the values in Figure 3-5. The averaged 
densities are about the same, but the slope is not steep enough. The flow model can 
not explain the axial dependenee which is shown in Figure 3-5. This is not very 
surprising, because the model is rather simple and the objective was an order of 
magnitude calculation. What can be seen from Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 is that the 
density of H+ is higher than the H2 + density, which justifies the use of the H+ density 
in the calculations of the bp factors. What follows from the model further is that the 
densities of the rovibrational excited molecules have to be large. The n1 density is 
about 20 % of the H2 density. This does not agree with the measurements done with 
the CARS set-up in the sense that it is too high. The n2 density is also rather high at 
about 0.1 % of the total H2 density. lt seems that other than the considered reactions 
are important in the production of the molecular ions. Some possibilities are 
considered here. 

An alternative way of producing H2 + is the interaction of the H2 background gas with 
the accelerated and hot positive ion. Veloeities of some 104 m/s are possible for the 
ions in the expansion beam. This velocity corresponds to 1-2 eV. A callision of H2 
and H+ forms a complex molecule (Ht)*. This can create H2 +. In this reaction there is 
no need for rovibrationally excited molecules because the energy is kinetic energy. 
The high n1 density is therefore not necessary. For the n2 density, the following can be 
said. R can be created in a dissociative recombination reaction: 

(3.10) 
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The energy threshold for this reaction is about 2 e V which could co me from the 
kinetic energy of the H2 + ion and the electron. Another way of producing R is through 
the dissociative attachment of Rydberg states of H2: 

(3.11) 

In a Rydberg state one of the electroos is excited like in a hydrogen atom. The rate for 
this reaction is large and the Rydberg states could be produced in the periphery of the 
cascaded are or in the molecular mutual recombination reaction. These considerations 
show that this reaction could be an important souree for the negative ion. 

As a condusion it must be stated that there are still uncertainties about the reactions 
that produce the required ions. There is a possibility that the kinetic energy of the ions 
and electroos is responsible for the production. More research has to be done in this 
area. To be eertaio about the reactions that are dominant and their rates, it would be 
nice to have some experimental knowledge of the densities of H2+ and R. This subject 
will be dealt with in the next section. 

3.6 The detection of hydrogen negative ions 

In this section, the principles of negative ion detection will be discussed. Most of the 
methods use photodetachment, a technique in which the electron of R is removed by 
laser light. 

3.6.1 Photodetachment 

Photodetachment is the most commonly used metbod to detect negative ions. As the 
name photodetachment says, the electron of the negative ion is detached by photons 
whose energy is at least the binding energy of the electron: 

(3.12) 

For the negative hydrogen ion, the binding energy ofthe electron is 0.75 eV. With this 
technique, several experiments can be thought of to detect negative ions. One of these 
techniques uses a Langmuir single probe and a laser for the photodetachment. When 
the electroos are photodetached by the laser radiation, the change in the electron 
density is measured by the Langmuir probe [BAC79]. When all negative ions in the 
detection volume are detached and the volume is known, the increase of the electron 
density is a direct measure for the negative ion density. A problem with these 
measurements is the competition of photoionisation: 

(3.13) 

This process also leads to an increase of the electron density and is therefore measured 
along with photodetachment. Wh en measuring the negative ion density, it has to be 
known what part of the increase in electron density has to be subsenbed to which 
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process. The signal due to photoionisation is proportional to the density of the excited 
states. lf the energy of the photons is smaller than the ionisation energy of state p=3 
( 1.51 e V), the maximum increase in electron density is equal to the total density of all 

excited statesp > 3. This density is 3·1016 m-3
. 

lt is important to know that the photodetachment cross section is frequency dependent 
and has a maximum at about 1.5 eV. However, this crosssectionis less dependent on 
the frequency than the photoionisation cross section. Preliminary photodetachment 
measurements have been carried out on the hydrogen plasma beam. The result of these 

measurements is a negative ion density of approximately 5.2·1018 m-3 at the axial 
position z= 18 cm. This value is about an order higher than the one calculated with the 
molecular CR-model and the flow model. However, there are stillsome uncertainties 
about the measurements. More about the experiments can be found in the thesis by 
Zhou Qing [QIN95]. 

There is another way of detecting negative ions by probe measurements [STE95]. 
When the probe is in the plasma beam, a voltage is applied to it. This voltage is 
changed from for example -10 V to +10 V. When the voltage is negative the positive 
ions are drawn towards the probe. When the voltage is positive, electrons and negative 
ions are drawn to it. Because of the fact that the electron mass is a factor of 1836 less 
than the H- mass, they are much faster and the electron current to the probe is much 
higher. The ratio between these currents is given by: 

(3.14) 

where I is the current to the probe, K is a geometrical factor for the flow towards the 
probe, n is the density, m the mass and T the temperature of the electrons or negative 
ions. lf Te=Tï, the electron current is a factor of 6 higher than the ion current even if 
the negative ion density is 3 times the electron density. The CR-model shows that the 
electron density is almost an order higher than the H" density at z=18 cm. From this it 
follows that it is practically impossible to detect negative ions by this method. 
Because of the uncertainties in the first metbod and the practical problems of the 
second, a new detection metbod bas been developed for the negative ions. It will be 
described in the next section. 

3.6.2 Negative ion detection byemission measurements 

In this chapter, it bas been shown that the molecular mutual recombination reaction is 
responsible for the high densities of at least the hydrogen excited states 3 to 6. 
Therefore, a measurement of H" can be designed on the basis of the following 
principle. lf the negative ions are photodetached in the plasma, this will lead to a 
sudden, very short destruction of the souree of the excited states. This will also lead to 

a dip in the emissions of the Balmer lines Ha (radiative decay from 3 to 2), H11 (4 to 2) 
and so on. We have measured the intensity of the Balmer lines during a short time 
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after a laser pulse photodetached the negative ions. The experimental set-up is 
described insection 3.6.3. 

3.6.3 The experimentalset-up 

The experimental set-up for the photodetachment measurements with emtsston 
spectroscopy is shown in Figure 3-7. A Nd:YAG laser is used to photodetach the 
negative ions in the plasma beam. This laser can be operated in different modes: a 

long pulse of 200 J..LS with a pulse energy of 0.24 J and the Q-switch mode with a pulse 
length of 8 ns and an energy of 0.12 J. The frequency is 16 Hz. The laser can operate 
at two wavelengths due to a frequency doubling crystal. The wavelengths are 532 and 
1064 nm. The energy of a 532 nm photon is 2.3 eV, the energy of a 1064 nm photon 
1.15 eV. The laser pulses are absorbed before the lens that focuses the plasma on the 
aperture of the optie fibre. The laser is in a pulsed mode and it gives a trigger signa! 
when the pulse is emitted. On that trigger signa! a fast digital scope (HP 54 111D) 
starts measuring the signals from the photomultiplier that have been converted to TTL 
pulses with a FWHM of 25 ns. The pulses are transmitted on the detection of a photon 
of the wavelength that has been set on the monchromator. The scope is set on a total 

time of 1 !J.s and during that time it registers all the photon pulses. The measurements 
of 64 laser pulses are averaged by the scope after which the signa! is sent to the PC. 
This procedure is repeated several hundred times. In the PC the measurements are all 
added, giving a plot of the total signa! as a function of the time after the laser pulse. 
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Figure 3-7 The experimental set-up of the photodetachment measurements 

3.6.4 Photodetachment measurements 

lf the molecular mutual recombination reaction is responsible for the emitted light, a 
dip is expected in the signal because of the fact that the souree of the light is 
destroyed. As a consequence, less photons will be emitted by the plasma beam and 
less pulses will be registered by the scope. A typical measurement is shown in Figure 
3-8. The measurement has been performed at z = 18 cm. In this measurement the 
wavelength of the laser was set on 1064 nm, because the energy of the photons is 
lower than the ionisation energy of atoms in state p=3 in that case. The 

monochromator was set on 656.3 nm, so the dip in the decay of Ha has been detected 
he re. 
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Figure 3-8 Photodetachment measurement for H .. 

The uncertainty in these measurements is whether the observed dip is due to 
photodetachment or photoionisation. As the energy of the photons ( 1.15 e V) emitted 
by the laser is lower than the ionisation energy of electrans that are in level p=3 ( 1.51 
e V), the dip in Figure 3-8 is not due to direct photoionisation. There is a possibility 
that two laser photons photoionise an electron in level p=3 together. However, the rate 
for this process is small and the large excess energy in this case makes it even smaller. 
Another possibility is indirect photoionisation. The electrans in levels p=4 and higher 
are photoionised, so they will not populate level p=3 through radiative decay anymore. 
Dips have also been measured in an argon plasma beam. As there is no destructien of 
a souree there, the observed effect has to be due to indirect photoionisation there. This 
process will also occur in a hydragen plasma and will especially make detection 

difficult for the Balmer lines HP, Hr etc. The charachteristic times of the 
photoionisation and photodetachment processes are given by the following equation: 

( 
p )-1 

't = Ahv ·<J (3.15) 

in which P is the power of the laser, A the area of the laser beam, hv the energy of the 
photons and cr the photoionisation or photodetachment cross section. The cross 
section for photodetachment is approximately 4·10-21 m2

. The cross section for 
photoionisation is given by: 

25 1 
(Jpi = 2.8 ·10 --3 -5 

Vp 
(3.16) 

For the dip in Figure 3-8, the characteristic times are 4.6 ns for photodetachment and 
15.1 ns for photoionisation. The characteristic time for radiative decay from p=3 to 
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p=2 is 22.7 ns. From this, it is clear that the characteristic time of the first slope of the 
dip is mainly govemed by the radiative decay. It can not be concluded if the dip is 
caused by photodetachment or photionisation. 

If it is assumed that the dip is caused only by photodetachment, an estimation of the 

minimal H- density can be made. The depth of the dip in Figure 3-8 is :::::: 8 %. 
However, at least two effects have to be taken into consideration here. First, the offset 
in this measurement is about 50 to 75 % of the total signal. If the value of 50 % is 
taken, the corrected decrease in signal is 15 %. Moreover, the plasma flows through 
the detection volume at an estimated speed of 104 m/s. As the diameter of the detected 
area is 2 mm, the signal will be destroyed by transport in 200 ns. The minimum in the 
signal is measured at 75 ns from the laser pulse. In that time, 37.5 % of the detection 
volume has been refilled by particles, unaffected by the laser. If the signal is corrected 
for transport, its decrease is 23 %. (This value becomes 46 % if the offset is 75 %) 
This means that 23 % of the atoms in state p=3 are produced by atomie and molecular 
mutual recombination. By updating balance equation 3.6 for p=3, the K density can 
be calculated: 

(3.17) 

As the H+ density is higher than the Hz+ density and K 9 is larger than K 12, the first 
term can be neglected. With n3 being 23 % of the measured density at z = 18 cm and 

the positive ion density 4·10 18 m-3
, the H- density becomes 2.3·1017 m-3

• In this 
calculation, it has been assumed that all K particles, irradiated by the laser light are 
photodetached. If this is not the case, which is probable, the real K density is larger 
than the calculated one. It is also possible that the volume, photodetached by the laser, 
is smaller than the detection volume. This also leads to the condusion that the real 
density is larger than the calculated one. Therefore, the minimal K density, calculated 

from this measurement is (nH-)min = 2.3·1017 m-3 at z = 18 cm. 

A solution for the uncertainty in the origin of the signa! may be found in the difference 
in frequency dependenee of photodetachment and photoionisation. Between 1.5 and 
2.0 eV, the photodetachment cross section is almost constant whereas the cross 
section for photoionisation decreases by more than a factor of 2 [CHR71]. By using a 
dye laser, frequency dependent measurements can be performed. Changes in the 
structure of the dip may then give information about the dominant process that leads 
to the decrease of the emission. 

3.6.5 Conclusions of the photodetachment measurements 

None of the performed K detection measurements has given conclusive results. The 
probe measurements with photodetachment give values that are in disagreement with 
the observed densities of the atomie hydrogen excited states and there are 
uncertainties about the outcome of these measurements. The experiments with the 
probe where a comparison is made between the negative ion current and the electron 
current can only give results when the negative ion density is much higher than the 
electron density, which doesnotseem to be the case from the CR-model results. The 
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experiments with the emission measurements can not yet distinct between 
photodetachment and photoionisation. Frequency dependent measurements may be 
more conclusive in this respect and should be done in the near future. 
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and recommendations 

4.1 The atomie processes 

Measurements of the densities of the atomie hydrogen excited states have shown very 
high densities per statistica} weight of 1014 m-3

. This is two orders higher than what is 
measured in other hydrogen plasmas. The collisional-radiative model in which only 
atomie processes have been included cannot explain these high densities. The 
densities at high excited states can only be explained by assurning a value for Te that is 
about an order lower than the Te determined by Langmuir double probe measurements 
and a value for ne that is a factor 2 to 3 lower than the measured electron density. Even 
then, the densities at the low excited states cannot be explained. When the measured 
electron density and temperature are used in the model, the resulting densities are 4 
orders too low. Furthermore, the hp-factors calculated with the atomie collisional
radiative model are all lower than 1, which is in con tradietion with the measurements. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that other than atomie processes are responsible for the 
high densities and hp-factors larger than 1. 

4.2 The molecular indoeed processes 

From the results including the molecular induced processes the following can be 
concluded. The reaction which is most likely to be responsible for the observed high 
densities is the molecular mutual recombination reaction between H2 + and the 
negative ion R. Including this reaction and others in the collisional-radiative model 

leads to values for the densities of the low excited states (3 ::::; p ::::; 6) that agree rather 
well with the measured densities. The densities at the higher excited states cannot be 
explained. The molecular densities which are necessary to produce the large amount 
of excited hydrogen atoms have been determined with the collisional-radiative model. 
A flow model has been developed to explain the densities of the molecular ions. From 
this model, it can be concluded that very high densities of rovibrationally excited 
hydrogen molecules are necessary to produce the molecular ions. An alternative for 
the high densities of the rovibrationally excited- molecules can be found in the kinetic 
energy of the ions and molecules. 

Several experiments have been carried out to detect the negative ion R in the plasma 
beam. This has been done by: 

• probe measurements in which the electron current and the negative ion current 
have been compared. 

• photodetachment meaurements in which the increase in electron density has been 
measured by a Langmuir single probe. 

• photodetachment measurements where a decrease of the intensity of the Balmer 
lines has been measured. The decrease is aresult of the destructien of H-, so that 
the mutual recombination reaction can no longer occur and the souree for the 
excited states is destroyed. 
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The first experiments have not lead to results, because the negative ion density has to 
be at least an order higher than the electron density before it can be measured. With 
the second experiments, values have been determined that are too high when they are 
compared to the model's results. There are stillsome uncertainties about the outcome 
of the experiments. The photodetachment measurements with emission spectroscopy 
cannot yet distinct between photodetachment and photoionisation. Therefore, none of 
the experiments carried out so far have succeeded in detecting the negative ion 
without uncertainty. 

4.3 Recommendations 

Because the high densities at the higher excited states cannot be explained by the 
collisional-radiative model, more attention has to be paid to that subject. The 
cabbration with the tungsten ribbon lamp could be redone to make sure that the 
observed densities are not due to an error in this calibration. lf this is not the case, a 
new molecular souree has to be found, which populates the high excited states. More 
research has also to be done on the role of the kinetic energy in the production of the 
molecular ions. 

As far as the negative ion detection experiments are concemed, frequency dependent 
measurements by using a dye laser, have to be done. These measurements may be able 
to distinct between the effects of photodetachment and photoionisation. lf detection is 
not succeeded in this way, mass speetrometry is a possibility to detect H-. 
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Appendix A The listings of the CR-model 

unit atom_de2; 

interface 

const 
ion_factor= 1; 
Max_Levels=20; 
Max_ Transitions=200; 
N_cond=22; 
N_K=22; 
h=6.6262e-34; 
kB= 1.38e-23; 
ee=1.6022e-19; 
me=9.11e-31; 
m1=1.673e-27; 

type 
float = double; 
int_level_arr= array[1 .. Max_Levels+ 10] of integer; 
condition_arr= array[ l..N_cond] of float; 
float_level_arr = array [ 1 .. Max_Levels+ 1 0] of float; 
float_level_arr_2dim = array[ 1 .. Max_Levels+ 10, l .. Max_Levels+ 1 0] of float; 
int_transition_arr = array[ l..Max_ Transitions] of integer; 
arr_col = array[I..Max_Transitions] of float; 
K_arr = array[l..N_K] of float; 

type atomic_data =record 
n,plus,m,z,mu,N_rad_trans,N_ Vriens_transitions, 
N _cut_ off_levels,N _cut_ off_ connections 
g,g_cut_off 
init_rad_lev,final_rad_lev,init_ Vr_lev, 
final_ Vr_lev,g_ Vr_sub_tot, 
in i t_cut_off_conn_lev, 
final_cut_off_conn_lev, 
g_cut_off_conn_sub_tot 
E,E_cut_off 
A_ val,A_ Vriens 
Kmol 

end; 

implementation 
end. 

:integer; 
: int_level_arr; 

: int_transition_arr; 
: float_level_arr; 
: arr_col; 
: array[l..N_K, 1..3] of float; 
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unit read_h2; 

{$N+} 

interface 

uses Crt,Atom_de2; 

procedure read_atomic_data(var element_data :atomic_data); 

implementation 

procedure read_atomic_data(var element_data :atomic_data); 

var p : integer; 
f: text; 
t : text; 
Qv,Qr,Zv,Zr,Te,Th,Tvib: real; 

begin 
with element_ data do 
begin; 
assign( f, 'c: \mike\model2\mike2.dat'); 
reset(f); 
readln(f,n); write('Aantal atomaire niveaus: ',n,' '); 
readln(f,plus); writeln('lon niveau: ',plus); 
readln(f,m); write('Aantal moleculaire toestanden: ',m,' '); 
readln(f,z); writeln('Ladingsgetal: ',z); 
readln(f); 
for p:=l ton do readln(f,E[p]); 
readln(f,E[plus]); 
write('E_ion:',E[plus]); 
readln(f); 
for p:=l ton do readln(f,g[p]); 

assign(t,'c:\mike\model2\input2.dat'); 
reset(t); 
readln(t,Te); 
readln(t,Th); 
readln(t,Tvib); 
close(t); 

Qv:=6140!11600; {statistica! weight of H2} 
Qr:=85.5!11600; 
Zv:= 1-exp( -Qvffvib ); 
Zr:=Th/Qr; 
g[plus+m] :=Round( (Zv*Zr)); 
(* g[plus+m]:=l4; *) 

Qv:=3342/11600; {statistica! weight of H2+} 
Qr:=43.2!11600; 
Zv:= 1-exp( -Qvffvib ); 
Zr:=Th/Qr; 
g[plus+ l]:=Round((Zv*Zr)); 
(* g[plus+ 1] :=20; *) 

Appendix A The listings of the CR-model 

(* g[plus+4] :=Round(g[plus+ 1]/2); 
(* g[plus+4]:=16; *) 

{statistica! weight of H2+, v ,J} *) 
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Qv:=54 72/11600; {statistica! weight of H3+} 
Qr:=28.8/11600; 
Zv:=3*(1-exp( -Qvffvib)); 
Zr:=Th/Qr; 
g[plus+2]:=Round((Zv*Zr)); 
(* g[plus+2]:=1; *) 

g[plus]:=l; 
g[plus+3]:=1; 
readln(f); 
readln(f,N_Rad_Trans); 

{statistica! weight of H+} 
{statistica! weight of H-} 

write('N_Rad_Trans: ',N_Rad_Trans); 
for p:=l to N_Rad_Trans do 

begin 
readln(f,init_rad_lev[p] ,final_rad_lev[p ],A_ val[p ]); 

end; 
readln(f); 
readln(f,N_ Vriens_ Transitions); 

writeln(' N_ Vriens_Transitions: ',N_ Vriens_Transitions); 

for p:=l toN_ Vriens_Transitions do 
begin 

readln(f,lnit_ vr_lev[p ],final_ vr_lev[p ],A_ Vriens[p ],g_ vr_sub_tot[p ]); 
end; 

readln(f); 

for p:= I to N_K do 
begin 

readln(f,Kmol[p, 1] ,Kmol[p,2] ,Kmol[p,3]); 
end; 

readln(f); 

readln(f,N_cut_off_levels); 
for p:=l to N_cut_off_levels do readln(f,E_cut_off[p),g_cut_off[p]); 
readln(f,N_cut_off_connections); 
write('N_cut_off_connections:',N_cut_off_connections); 

for p:=l to N_cut_off_connections do readln(f,init_cut_off_conn_lev[p], 
final_cut_off_conn_lev[p ],g_cut_off_conn_sub_tot[p]); 

mu:= 1; { mass units } 
close(f); 
end; 
end; 
end. 
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unit mike_ne2; 

($N+) ($E-) 

interface 
uses atom_de2,matrix,crt; 

procedure Calc_Stat_cond(n,plus 
gamma 
Total_Matrix 
var pop 

procedure Calc_Stat( 

float_level_arr_2dim; 

n,m,plus 
Total_Matrix 

:integer; 
:float; 
: float_level_arr_2dim; 
:float_level_arr); 

var pop,n_plus,n_1 ,n_H2,n_H3plus,n_Hmin, 
n_H2plus 
var alfa_CR,S_CR 
nH2,n 1 ,n2,n3,n4,n5 ,n6,n7 ,n8,Nplus,ne 

function power(a,b :float): float; 

:integer; 

: float_level_arr; 
: float; 
: float); 

function Saha_dens(g_p,g_ion: integer; E_ion,E_p,Te,ne,ni: float) : float; 

procedure svevriens( 

procedure Calc_Matrix( 

implementation 

var excit,deexcit 
E_ion,E_p,E_q 
gsubt,g_p,g_q 
Te,A_val 

element_ data 

: float; 
: float; 
:integer; 
: float); 

ne,nplus,n 1 ,n2,n3 ,n4,n5,n6,n7 ,n8, 
nH2,Te,Th,Tvib 
var deelv,deelv2 
var Total_Matrix,K_rate,A_mat 
var K_mol,K_mol_rev 
var exponent,nHmin,nH2plus,nH3plus, 
garnma1 ,gamma2,gamma3 

{ Berekening van gehele en gebroken machten ) 
function power (a,b :float): float; 
var 

c,d :float; 
i,macht: integer; 

begin 
if a=O then power:= 1 
else if (b-round(b))= 0 then 
begin 

c:=a; 
d:=a; 
macht:=round(b )-1; 
for i:=1 tomacht do d:=d*c; 
power:=d; 
end 

else power:=exp(b*ln(a)); 
end; 

: atomic_data; 

: float; 
: float; 
: float_level_arr_2dim; 
: K_arr; 

: float); 

function Saha_dens(g_p,g_ion: integer; E_ion,E_p,Te,ne,ni: float): float; 
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begin 
Saha_dens:=(ni*g_p/(2*g_ion)*3.32E-28*ne/power(Te,1.5)) 

*exp((E_ion-E_p)/Te); 
end; 

{ SE FORMULAE OF VRIENS AND SMEETS FOR THE CALCULA TION OF 
RA TECOEFFICIENTS } 
procedure svevriens( var excit,deexcit : float; 

E_ion,E_p,E_q : float; 
gsubt,g_p,g_q : integer; 
Te,A_ val : float); 

var p,q, Y,K_p Y ,b_p,B_pq,f_pq,A_pq,Delta_pq,Gamma_pq,dE,durnrny :float; 
begin 
p:=sqrt(13.6/(E_ion-E_p)); 
q :=sqrt( 13.6/{E_ion-E_q) ); 
dE:=E_q-E_p; 
b_p:=( 1.4*ln(p )-0.7 -0.51/p+ 1.16/sqr(p )-0.55/power(p,3))/p; 
B_pq:=(739.84*(1+ (4*(E_ion-E_p))/(3*dE)+ 

(b_p*sqr(E_ion-E_p) )/sqr( dE)) )/(power( q,3 )*sqr( dE)); 

{ calculate oscillator strenght; in case the A_ val given to the procedure 
{ equal zero, take a hydrogen approxirnation } 
if A_ vak>O then 

f_pq:=(2.306E-8* A_ val*g_q)/(g_p*sqr( dE)) 
el se 

begin 
Y:=abs(dE/(E_ion-E_p)); 
ifp<=l.5 then K_pY:= 1.133 - 0.4059/Y + 0.07014/sqr(Y) 

else ifp<3 then K_pY:=l.0785- 0.2319/Y + 0.02947/sqr(Y) 
else {p>=3} K_pY:=0.9935+0.2328/p-0.1296/sqr(p) 

- (0.6282-0.5598/p+0.5299/sqr(p) )/(p*Y) 
+ (0.3887-1.181/p+ 1.470/sqr(p))/sqr(p*Y); 

f_pq:=l.960*K_p Y /(power(p,5)*power(q,3)*power((1/sqr(p )-llsqr(q)),3) ); 
{ if(f_pq>l)thenf_pq:=l;} 
end; 

A_pq:=(27 .2/dE)*f_pq; 

dummy :=B _pq/ A_pq; 
if dummy> 69 then Delta_pq:=O else Delta_pq:=exp(-dumrny); 
Delta_pq:=Delta_pq + 0.06*sqr(q-p)/(q*sqr(p)); 

Garnrna_pq:=13.6*ln(l +power(p,3)*Te/13.6)*(3+ 11 *sqr((q-p)/p))/ 
(6+ 1.6*q*( q-p )+ 0.3/sqr(q-p )+0.8*power(q, 1.5)*abs( q-p-0.6)/sqrt(abs(q-p ))); 

Excit:=1.6E-13*sqrt(Te)*exp( -dE/Te)* A_pq* 
(ln(0.3*Te/13.6+Delta_pq)+durnrny)/(Te+Gamma_pq); 

Deexcit:=excit* g_p/g_q *exp( dE/Te); 
end {procedure svevriens}; 

procedure Calc_Matrix( element_data 

float_level_arr_2dirn; 

ne,nplus,n 1 ,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7 ,n8,nH2,Te,Th, Tvib 
var deelv,deelv2 
var Total_Matrix,K_rate,A_rnat 

var K_rnol,K_rnol_rev 
var exponent,nHrnin,nH2plus,nH3plus, 
gamrna1 ,gamrna2,garnma3 

: atornic_data; 
:float; 
: float; 

: K_arr; 

: float); 
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var 
p,q,ii,v 
pef,eps,beta,excit,deexcit,som,mm,ZZ 
K_N_Nplusl 

:integer; 
: float; 
: float_level_arr_2dim; 

{ * Approximation of exponential integral. This function *} 
{ * is used for the calculation of radiation combination *} 

function meimx(E_lower,E_upper,Te:real):real; 
var 

x2,dummy : real; 
begin 

x2:= (E_upper-E_lower)rfe; 
if x2 < 2.5 then 
begin 

dummy:=-ln(x2)-0.57721566+0.99999193*x2-0.24991055*sqr(x2); 
dummy:=dummy+0.05519968*power(x2,3)-0.00976004*power(x2,4); 
meimx:=dummy+O.OO 107 857*power(x2,5) 

end 
else meimx:=exp( -x2)/x2*(1-l/x2+2/sqr(x2)); 

end { function meimx}; 

begin 
with element_ data do begin 
{*********************************************************} 
{ * Determination of Excitation - Deexcitation *} 
{ * Rate Coefficients K_rate[p,q] *} 
{*********************************************************) 
for p:=1 toplus do for q:=1 toplus do K_rate[p,q]:=O; 
for ii:=1 toN_ Vriens_transitions do 

begin 
p:=init_ Vr_lev[ii]; q:=final_ Vr_lev[ii]; 
svevriens(K_rate[p,q] ,K_rate[ q,p ],E[plus] ,E[p ],E[ q] ,g_ Vr_sub _tot[ii], 

g[p],g[q],Te,O); {de laatste parameter was A_ vriens[ii]. Nu is hiervoor 0 ingevuld} 
end; 

{**************************************************************************} 
{ Determination of Ionization Rate Coefficients ebi[ i] : Ionization of the } 
{ Groundlevel : Straight Line for the Excited Levels we use : } 
{ Vriens & Smeets: Phys Rev A vol22 no 3 sept.l980. } 
{**************************************************************************} 
for p:=l ton do 
begin 

eps:=(E[plus ]-E[p ])rfe; 
K_rate[p,plus] :=((9.56E-12/power(Te, 1.5)*exp( -eps))/(power( eps,2.33) 

+4.38*power(eps, 1.72)+ 1.32*eps)); 
end; 

{ *** Cut-off Procedure for the Highest Levels; PHD J.A.M. van der Mullen ***} 
for p:=1 toplus do for q:=1 toplus do K_N_Nplus1[q,p] := 0; 
for ii:=l to N_cut_off_connections do 

begin 
pef:=sqrt( ( 13.6*sqr(z+ 1) )/(E[plus ]-E[init_cut_off_conn_lev[ii]]) ); 
beta:=1-power(pef/(pef+ !),exponent); 
svevriens(excit,deexcit,E[plus],E[init_cut_off_conn_lev[ii]], 

E_cut_off[final_cut_off_conn_lev[ii]], 
g_cut_off[final_cut_off_conn_lev[ii]], 
g[ init_cut_ off_ conn_lev [ii]], 
g_ cut_ off[ final_cut_ off_conn_lev[ ii]], Te,O); 

K_N_Nplus 1 [init_cut_off_conn_lev[ii] ,final_cut_off_conn_lev[ii]] := 
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excit*beta; 
end; 
for ii := I to N_cut_off_connections do 

begin 
K_rate[init_cut_off_conn_lev[ii],plus]:= 

k_rate[init_cut_off_conn_lev[ii],plus] + 
K_N_Nplus 1 [init_cut_off_conn_lev[ii] ,final_cut_off_conn_lev[ ii ]] ; 

end; 

{ ***** Three Partiele Recombination Determined with Detailed Balance ******} 
{********** be aware that K_rate[p,+]*n[p]= n[+]*K_rate[+,p] *************} 
for p:=1 ton do 
K_rate[plus,p] :=Saha_dens(g[p] ,g[plus] ,E[plus] ,E[p], Te,ne, 1 )*K_rate[p,plus]; 

{ ************************** Radiation recombination ***********************} 

for p:=1 ton do 
K_rate[plus,p] :=K_rate[plus,p ]+ 
1.31E-18*g[p]/g[plus]* {gam[i]} 3*exp((E[plus]-E[p])/Te)* 
power( ( (E[plus ]-E[p ])/13.6),2.5)/power(Te, 1.5)*meimx(E[p] ,E[plus], Te); 

{ ************** Determination of Molecular Rate Coefficients **************} 
if (Te< 0.3) then 
begin 

writeln('Te < 0.3 eV. Rate coefficients extrapolating from 0.3 eV values.'); 
for p:=1 to N_K do K_mol[p]:=Kmol[p,1]-5*(Kmol[p,l]-Kmol[p,2])*(Te-0.3); 
for p:=l to N_K do if K_mol[p]<O then K_mol[p]:=O; 

end; 
if (Te> 1) then 
begin 

writeln('Te > 1 eV. Rate coefficients extrapolating from 1 eV values.'); 
for p:=l to N_K do K_mol[p]:=Kmol[p,2]-2*(Kmol[p,2]-Kmol[p,3])*(Te-0.5); 
for p:=1 to N_K do if K_mol[p]<O then K_mol[p]:=O; 

end; 

if ((0.3 <=Te) and (Te< 0.5)) then 
begin 

for p:=1 to N_K do K_mol[p]:=Kmol[p, l]-5*(Kmol[p, 1]-Kmol[p,2])*(Te-0.3); 
end; 
if ((0.5 <= Te) and (Te <= 1)) then 
begin 

for p:=1 to N_K do K_mol[p]:=Kmol[p,2]-2*(Kmol[p,2]-Kmol[p,3])*(Te-0.5); 
end; 

(* for p:=l to N_K do K_mol[p]:=O; *) {0 voor atomair model} 

{ ************* Determination of Vibrational Distri bution ******************} 
ZZ:=O; { State sum } 
deelv:=O; { fraction of H_2 molecules with v >= 4 } 
deelv2:=0; { fraction of H_2 molecules with v >= 7 } 
for v:=O to 14 do ZZ:=ZZ+exp(-0.545*(v-0.0244*v*v)/Tvib); 
for v:=4 to 14 do deelv :=deelv + exp(-0.545*(v-0.0244*v*v)/Tvib); 
for v:=7 to 14 do deelv2:=deelv2 + exp(-0.545*(v-0.0244*v*v)/Tvib); 
deelv:=deelv/ZZ; 
deelv2:=deelv2/ZZ; 

{ ********** Determination of Re verse Molecular Rate Coefficients **********} 
mm:=exp(1.5*ln(me/m1 )); 
K_mol_rev[ 1] :=K_mol[ 1] *(g[plus ]*(g[plus+m]-4 )/(g[ 1] * g[plus+ 1]) )*exp( -0.063/Th); 
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K_mol_rev[2]:=K_mol[2]*(g[plus+m]/g[plus+3])*mm*2*sqrt(2)*exp(1.836/Th); 
K_mol_rev[3] :=K_mol[3]*( 4/sqrt(27) )*(g[plus+ 1 ]*g[plus+m]/g[plus+ 2]) 

*exp(-1.92/Th); 
K_mol_rev[ 4] :=K_mol[ 4] *(g[plus+ 1 ]/4 *sqrt(2) )*mm*exp( -0.7 5fTe ); 
K_mol_rev[5] :=K_mol[ 5] *(sqrt(54 )/16)*(g[plus+ 2]/(g[plus+m]-4) )*mm *exp( -8. 922/Th); 
K_mol_rev[ 6] :=K_mol[ 6] *(sqrt(27)/4 )*g[plus+2] *mm 

*power(((h*h)/(2*pi*m 1 *ee*Th)), 1.5)*exp( -4.546/Th); 
K_mol_rev[7] :=K_mol[7] *(g[plus+ 3]/16)*exp(-2.649/Th); 
K_mol_rev[8]:=K_mol[8]*0.25*g[plus+3]*power(((h*h)/(2*pi*me*ee*Te)),1.5) 

*exp(0.75fl'e); 
K_mol_rev[9] :=K_mol[9) *(g[plus+ 3]/36)*exp( -0. 761/Th); 
K_mol_rev[10]:=K_mol[10]*0.25*g[plus+3]*power(((h*h)/(2*pi*me*ee*Te)),1.5) 

*exp(0.75fl'e); 
K_mol_rev[11]:=K_mol[11]*(sqrt(27)/8) 

*(g[plus+ 2] *g[plus+ 3 ]/(g[plus+m] *g[plus+m]) )*exp( -12.7 48/Th); 
K_mol_rev[12]:=K_mol[12]*(20/(14*8))*exp(-0.985/Th); 
K_mol_rev[ 13] :=K_mol[ 13] *(20/( 14 * 18) )*exp( -0.623/Th ); 
K_mol_rev[14]:=K_mol[14]*(20/(14*32))*exp(-0.889/Th); 
K_mol_rev[ 15] :=K_mol[ 15] *(20/( 14* 50) )*exp( -0.585/Th); 
K_mol_rev[16]:=K_mol[16]*(20/(14*72))*exp(-0.419/Th); 
K_mol_rev[ 17] :=K_mol[17]*(20/(14*98))*exp( -0.821/Th); 
K_mol_rev[18]:=K_mol[18]*(20/(14*128))*exp(-0.756/Th); 
K_mol_rev[ 19]:=K_mol[19]*(g[plus]*(g[plus+m]-7)/(g[ 1] *g[plus+ 1 ]))*exp( -0.063/Th); 
K_mol_rev[20] :=K_mol [20] * ( (g [plus+m ]-7)/ g[plus+ 3] )*mm *2 *sqrt(2 )*exp(O .646fl'h); 
K_mol_rev[21] :=K_mol[21]*( 4/sqrt(27))*(g[plus+ 1 ]*g[plus+m]/g[plus+2])*exp( -3.11/Th); 
K_mol_rev[22] :=K_mol[22] *(g[plus+ 1 ]/18*2 *sqrt(2) )*mm*exp( -0.052/Th); 

{ ***************** Preparation of Radiation Matrix************************} 
for p:=1 toplus do for q:=1 toplus do A_mat[p,q]:=O; 
for ii:=1 to N_rad_trans do 

A_mat[init_rad_lev[ii] ,final_rad_lev[ ii]] :=A_ val[ii]; 

{**************************************************************************} 
{ * Construction of Linear System and *} 
{ * Extension with Molecular Terms. *} 
{**************************************************************************} 
{ * Atomie terms *} 
for p:=1 to (plus+m) do for q:=1 to (plus+m) do Total_Matrix[p,q]:=O; 
for p:=1 toplus do 

begin 
for q:=1 toplus do 

ifp<>q then 
begin 

Total_Matrix[p,p] :=Total_Matrix[p,p ]-ne*K_rate[p,q]-A_mat[p,q]; 
Total_Matrix[p,q] :=ne*K_rate[ q,p ]+A_mat[ q,p]; 

end; 
end; 

{ * Addition of moleculair terms *} 
{ * They include the assumption nM = n_2 *} 

{ * Terms at the right-hand si de *} 
Total_Matrix[plus+2,1]:=n1 *ni *K_mol_rev[6]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+3, I] :=ne*ne*K_mol_rev[8]+ni *ne*K_mol_rev[ I 0]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,plus+m] :=nplus*deelv*(K_mol[ I]+ K_mol[ I9])+n2 *K_mol_rev[ 12] 

+n3*K_mol_rev[I3]+n4*K_mol_rev[14] 
+n5*K_mol_rev[ 15]+n6*K_mol_rev[ 16] 
+n7*K_mol_rev[I7]+n8*K_mol_rev[ I8]; 

Total_Matrix[plus+2,plus+m] :=nH2*K_mol_rev[ 11] + n I *K_mol_rev[5]+nH2plus*K_mol[21]; 
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Total_Matrix[pl us+ 3 ,plus+m] :=ne *deelv* K_mol[2]+ne *deel v* K_mol[20] 
+nH2*K_mol_rev[II]+n2*K_mol_rev[I2] 
+n3 *K_mol_rev[ I3]+n4 *K_mol_rev[ I4] 
+n5*K_mol_rev[ I5]+n6*K_mol_rev[ I6] 
+n7*K_mol_rev[ I7]+n8*K_mol_rev[ I8]; 

{ * terms at the left -hand si de *} 
Total_Matrix[2,2] :=Total_Matrix[2,2]-n I *(K_mol_rev[ 4 ]+ K_mol_rev[7])-nH2 *K_mol_rev[ I2]; 
Total_Matrix[3 ,3] :=Total_Matrix[3 ,3 ]-n I *K_mol_rev[9]-nH2 *K_mol_rev[ I3] 

-ni *K_mol_rev[22]; 
Total_Matrix[4,4]:=Total_Matrix[4,4]-nH2*K_mol_rev[I4]-ni *K_mol_rev[22]; 
Total_Matrix[ 5 ,5] :=Total_Matrix[ 5,5]-nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 15]; 
Total_Matrix[ 6,6] :=Total_Matrix[ 6,6]-nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 16]; 
Total_Matrix[7, 7] :=Total_Matrix[7, 7]-nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 17]; 
Total_Matrix[8,8]:=Total_Matrix[8,8]-nH2*K_mol_rev[I8]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,2]:=n 1 *K_mol_rev[4 ]+nH2*K_mol_rev[ I2]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,3] :=nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 13]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,4]:=nH2*K_mol_rev[ I4]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,5]:=nH2*K_mol__rev[ I5]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ 1 ,6] :=nH2 *K_mol_rev[ I6]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ 1, 7]:=nH2*K_mol_rev[ I7]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,8] :=nH2*K_mol_rev[ I8]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ 3,2]:=n I *K_mol_rev[7]+nH2*K_mol_rev[ I2]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+3,3]:=ni *K_mol_rev[9]+nH2*K_mol_rev[I3]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+3,4]:=nH2*K_mol_rev[I4]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+3,5]:=nH2*K_mol_rev[I5]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ 3,6] :=nH2 *K_mol_rev[ I6]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+3,7]:=nH2*K_mol_rev[I7]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+3,8]:=nH2*K_mol_rev[I8]; 
Total_Matrix[2,plus+ I] :=ne*K_mol[ 4]+nHmin*K_mol[ I2]; 
Total_Matrix[3,plus+ I ]:=nHmin*K_mol[ I3]; 
Total_matrix[ 4,plus+ I]:=nHmin*K_mol[ 14]; 
Total_Matrix[5,plus+ I]:=nHmin*K_mol[I5]; 
Total_Matrix[ 6,plus+ 1] :=nHmin *K_mol[ I6]; 
Total_Matrix[7 ,plus+ I] :=nHmin*K_mol[ I7]; 
Total_Matrix[8,plus+ I ]:=nHmin*K_mol[ I8]; 
Total_Matrix[2,plus+3]:=nplus*K_mol[7]+nH2plus*K_mol[I2]; 
Total_Matrix[3,plus+3]:=nplus*K_mol[9]+nH2plus*K_mol[I3]; 
Total_Matrix[ 4,plus+3] :=nH2plus*K_mol[ I4 ]; 
Total_Matrix[5 ,plus+ 3] :=nH2plus*K_mol[ I5]; 
Total_Matrix[ 6,plus+ 3] :=nH2plus* K_mol[ 16]; 
Total_Matrix[7 ,plus+3] :=nH2plus*K_mol[ I7]; 
Total_Matrix[8,plus+ 3] :=nH2plus*K_mol[ I8]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ I ,plus+ I] :=-n I *(K_mol_rev[I]+K_mol_rev[I9])-nH2*K_mol[3]-ne*K_mol[ 4] 

-nHmin*{K_mol[I2]+K_mol[I3]+K_mol[I4]+K_mol[I5]+ 
K_mol[ I6]+K_mol[ I7]+ K_mol[ I8])-gammai; 

Total_Matrix[plus+ 2,plus+ I] :=nH2*K_mol[3]; 

Totai_Matrix[plus+ l,plus+2]:=ni *K_mol_rev[3]; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ 2,plus+2] :=-n I *K_mol_rev[3]-ne*(K_mol[ 5]+K_mol[ 6])

nHmin*K_mol[II]-nl *K_mol_rev[21]-gamma2; 
Total_Matrix[plus+ 3,plus+ 3] :=-n 1 *K_mol_rev[2]-n I *K_mol_rev[20]-ne*K_mol[8] 

-nplus*(K_mol[7]+K_mol[9]) 
-ni *K_mol[10]-nH3plus*K_mol[l1] 
-nH2plus*{K_mol[I2]+K_mol[13]+K_mol[14]+K_mol[I5] 
+K_mol[I6]+K_mol[I7]+K_mol[I8])-gamma3; 

end; 
end; {procedure calc_matrix} 
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procedure Calc_Stat_cond( n,plus : integer; 
gamma : float; 
Total_Matrix : float_level_arr_2dim; 
var pop : float_level_arr); 

{ * procedure Calc_Stat_cond berekent de stationaire conditie voor gegeven *} 
{*CR-matrix (Total_Matrix) en gegeven \gamma_t"'+ *} 
{ * de totale dichtheid wordt genormeerd op I *} 
var 

p,q: integer; 
som: float; 
data,inv:TNmatrix; 
Error: byte; 

begin 
{ * bepaal de inverse van Total_Matrix *} 
for p:=I toplus do for q:=I toplus do data[p,q]:=Total_Matrix[p,q]; 
for q:=I ton do data[plus,q]:=O; 
data[plus,plus]:=1; 
data[ 1 ,plus] :=data[ 1 ,plus ]+gamma; 
Inverse(plus,Data,inv,Error); 
som:=O; 
for p:=1 toplus do begin pop[p]:=inv[p,plus]; som:=som + pop[p]; end; 
for p:=1 toplus do pop[p]:=pop[p]/som; 
end {procedure calc_stat_cond}; 

procedure Calc_Stat( 

var 
p,q: integer; 
data,inv:TNmatrix; 
error: byte; 

begin 

n,m,plus 
Total_Matrix 
var pop,n_plus,n_1 ,n_H2,n_H3plus, 
n_Hmin,n_H2plus 
var alfa_CR,S_CR 
nH2,n I ,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7 ,n8,Nplus,ne 

:integer; 
: float_level_arr_2dim; 

: float_level_arr; 
: float; 
: float); 

{ * Calc_stat berekent de dichtheden van de aangeslagen niveaus bij gegeven *} 
{ * n_1 en n_ +en CR-matrix; gamma_tA+ hoeft dus niet meegegeven te worden *} 
{*bovendien worden S_CR en alfa_ CR bepaald *} 

{*******bepaal inverse van Total_Matrix bij gegeven n_I, n_ +en nH2. ******} 
for p:=1 to (plus+m) do for q:=1 to (plus+m) do data[p,q]:=Total_Matrix[p,q]; 
for q:=2 to (plus+m) do data[1,q]:=0; data[1,1]:=I; 
for q:=1 to (plus+m) do data[plus,q]:=O; data[plus,plus]:=l; 
for q:= 1 to (plus+m) do data[plus+ 1,q]:=O; data[plus+ 1 ,plus+ I]:=1; 
for q:=1 to (plus+m) do data[plus+2,q]:=O; data[plus+2,plus+2]:=I; 
for q:=I to (plus+m) do data[plus+3,q]:=0; data[plus+3,pius+3]:=I; 
for q:= 1 to (plus+m) do data[plus+m,q]:=O; data[plus+m,plus+m]:= 1; 
Inverse(plus+ 1 ,Data,inv ,Error); 
In verse(plus+ 2,Data,in v ,Error); 
In verse(plus+ 3 ,Data,inv ,Error); 
In verse(plus+m,Data,in v ,Error); 

{************ Calculation pop[p], n_plus[p], n_l[p] en n_H2[p] *************} 
pop[l]:=nl; 
pop[pius]:=npius; 
pop[pius+m] :=nH2; 
pop[plus+I]:=8ei7; (* nH2pius *) 
pop[plus+2]:=Iel7; (* nH3pius *) 
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pop[plus+3]:=6el7; (* nHmin *) 
for p:=2 to (plus) do 

begin 
n_l [p]:=inv[p, l]*pop[l]; 
n_plus[p] :=inv[p,plus] *pop[plus]; 
n_H2[p] :=inv[p,plus+m] *pop[plus+m]; 
n_H3plus[p]:=inv[p,plus+2]*pop[plus+2]; 
n_Hmin[p] :=inv[p,plus+ 3] *pop[plus+ 3]; 
n_H2plus[p]:=inv[p,plus+ 1 ]*pop[plus+ 1]; 
pop[p] :=n_l [p ]+n_plus[p ]+n_H2[p ]+n_H3plus[p ]+n_Hmin[p ]+n_H2plus[p]; 

end; 

{ ****************** Calculation alfa_ CR en S_CR ****************************} 
alfa_ CR:=O;S_ CR:=O; 
for p:=2 to n do 

begin 
alfa_CR:=alfa_CR + n_plus[p]*Total_Matrix[l,p]; 
S_CR:=S_CR- n_l[p]*Total_Matrix[l,p]; 
end; 

if pop[plus]>O then 
alfa_CR:=(pop[plus ]*Total_Matrix[ l,plus] + alfa_CR)/(ne*pop[plus]) 
else alfa_CR:=O;; 

if pop[ 1 ]>0 then 
S_CR:=- Total_Matrix[l,l]/ne + S_CR/(ne*pop[l]) 
else S_CR:=O; 

end {procedure calc_stat}; 

end. 
end. 
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Program MIKE2; 
{$N+} {$E-} 
uses atom_de2,read_h2,mike_ne2,crt; 

VAR 
H_dat,mike_dat 
ne,ni,exponent,Te,Th,Tvib, 
gammaO,gammal ,gamma2,gamma3,relax 
n 1 ,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7 ,n8 
nplus,nH2,alfa_CR,S_CR,sum, 
deelv ,deel v2,nHmin,nH2plus,nH3plus 
f,t 
pop,n_plus,n_l,n_H2,n_H3plus, 
n_Hmin,n_H2plus,nS 
K_rate,Total_Matrix,A_mat 
K_mol,K_mol_rev 
I 
dummy 

Procedure Calculation; 
begin 
with mike_dat do 
begin 

writeln(' Calculating CR matrix.'); 

: atomic_data; 

: float; 
: float; 

: float; 
: text; 

: float_level_arr; 
: float_level_arr_2dim; 
: K_arr; 
:integer; 
:word; 

Calc_Matrix( mike_dat,ne,nplus,n 1 ,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6, 
n7 ,n8,nH2, Te, Th, Tvib,deelv ,deelv2, Total_Matrix,K_rate, 
A_mat,K_mol,K_mol_rev,exponent,nHmin,nH2plus, 
nH3plus,gammal ,gamma2,gamma3); 

writeln(' Calculating stationary condition densities.'); 
Calc_stat( n,m,plus,Total_Matrix,pop,n_plus,n_l,n_H2, 

end; 
end; 

n_H3plus,n_Hmin,n_H2plus,alfa_ CR,S _CR, 
nH2,n 1 ,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7 ,n8,nplus,ne ); 

Procedure Iteration; 
V ar test: float; 

s :integer; 
begin 
test:=O; 
with mike_dat do 
begin 

s:=O; 
repeat 

writeln; 
s:=s+ 1; writeln(s,'th iteration step. '); 

(* relax:= I; *) 
(* test:=relax*(ne+pop[plus+ 3 ]-pop[plus+ 1 ]-pop[plus+ 2])+( 1-relax)*nplus; 
while test< le3 do 
begin 

test:=relax *(ne+pop[plus+ 3 ]-pop[plus+ 1 ]-pop[plus+ 2])+( 1-relax)*nplus; 
relax:=relax/2; 
writeln('Decreasing relaxation factor; relax= ',relax); 

end; 
write('Relaxatiefactor = ',relax:2:6,' '); *) 
nHmin:=6el7; (* pop[plus+3] *) 
nH2plus:=8e 17; (* pop[plus+ 1] *) 
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nH3plus:=le17; (* pop[plus+2] *) 
(* nplus:=relax*(ne+pop[plus+ 3]-pop[plus+ 1 ]-pop[plus+2])+(1-relax)*nplus; *) 

nplus:=4e18; 
Calculation; 

(* until (Abs(nplus+pop[plus+ l]+pop[plus+2]-ne-pop[plus+3])<1e4) and 
(Abs(nHmin-pop[plus+3])<1e3) and (Abs(nH2plus-pop[plus+ l])<le3) and 
(Abs(nH3plus-pop[plus+2])<1e3) *) 
until (s>O); 

end; 
writeln(s,' iteration steps used.'); 
end; { Iteration} 

begin 
clrscr; 
CheckBreak:=true; 
gammaO:=O; { /s } 
gamma3:=0; { /s} 
gammal:=gamma3/sqrt(2); { /s} 
gamma2:=gamma3/sqrt(3); { /s } 

(* Te:=0.3; { kTe in eV } 
Th:=Te; { eV } 
Tvib:=0.60; { eV } { pop[plus+l] hangt erg af van Tvib } 
ne:=4e18; { mA-3 } 
n1:=2.5e20; { mA-3 } 
nH2:=2.5e20; { mA-3 } *) 
nplus:=ne; { mA-3 } 

(* exponent:=6; { factor in schaalwet r_l(p)=b_O p_effA(-exponent)} *) 
nH3plus:=lel4; { mA-3 } 
nHmin:=3e14; { mA-3 } 
nH2plus:=3e14; { mA-3 } 
n2:=lel0; { mA-3 } 
n3:=1e10; { mA-3 } 
n4:=1el0; { mA-3} 
n5:=1el0; { mA-3} 
n6:=1el0; { mA-3} 
n7:=1el0; { mA-3} 
n8:=lel0; { mA-3 } 

assign(t,'c:\mike\model2\input2.dat'); 
reset(t); 
readln(t,Te); 
readln(t,Th); 
readln( t, Tvib); 
readln(t,ne ); 
readln(t,nl); 
readln(t,nH2); 
readln(t,exponent); 
readln(t,relax); 
close(t); 

write(' Reading Hydrogen data .... .'); 
read_atomic_data(mike_dat); 
writeln(' Ready.'); 

Calculation; 
Iteration; 

writeln('Calculation completed. Writing data in file res.dat.'); 
assign(f,'c:\mike\model2\res.dat'); rewrite(f); 
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with mike_dat do 
begin 

writeln(f,'Te = ',Te:0:2,' eV, ne = ',ne:lO,', nH2 = ',nH2:10,'; gammaO =',gamma0:6,' /s'); 
writeln(f,'Th = ',Th:0:2,' eV, Tvib= ',Tvib:0:2,' eV, ni =',nl:lO,'; gamma3 =',gamma3:6,' /s'); 
writein(f,'f(v\geq4) = ',deeiv); 
writein(f); 
for I:=1 to N_K do writein(f,'K_[',I:2,'] =',K_moi[I]: I2,' ; K_rev[',I:2,'] =',K_moi_rev[l]: 12); 
writein(f); 
writein(f,'Aantai reacties A_[k]:'); 
writein(f, 'A_[ I] =' ,deelv*pop[pius+m ]*pop[plus] *K_moi[ I]: 12, 

'; A_rev[ I] =',pop[pius+ l]*ni *K_moi_rev[I]: I2); 
writein(f,'A_[ 2] =',deeiv*pop[plus+m]*ne*K_moi[2]: I2, 

'; A_rev[ 2] =',pop[pius+3]*ni *K_moi_rev[2]:12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 3] =' ,pop[pius+ I] *pop[plus+m] *K_moi[3]: 12, 

'; A_rev[ 3] =',n1 *pop[pius+2]*K_moi_rev[3]:12); 
writein(f, 'A_[ 4] =' ,pop[pius+ 1] *ne*K_mol[ 4]: 12, 

'; A_rev[ 4] =',pop[2]*ni *K_mol_rev[4]:I2); 
writein(f,'A_[ 5] =',pop[pius+2]*ne*K_mol[5]:12, 

'; A_rev[ 5] =',deelv*pop[plus+m]*pop[2]*K_mol_rev[5]:12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 6] =',pop[plus+2]*ne*K_moi[6]:12, 

'; A_rev[ 6] =',n1 *n1 *nl *K_mol_rev[6]:12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 7] =',pop[pius]*pop[plus+3]*K_moi[7]:I2, 

'; A_rev[ 7] =' ,n I *pop[2]*K_moi_rev[7]: 12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 8] =',pop[pius+ 3 ]*ne*K_moi[8]: 12, 

'; A_rev[ 8] =',ni *ne*ne*K_mol_rev[8]: 12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 9] =',pop[pius]*pop[pius+3]*K_moi[9]: 12, 

'; A_rev[ 9] =',n1*pop[3]*K_moi_rev[9]:12); 
write1n(f,'A_[ 10] =' ,pop[pius+ 3] *n I *K_moi[ 1 0]: I2, 

'; A_rev[10] =',nl *n1 *ne*K_moi_rev[lO]: 12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 1I] =' ,pop[pius+ 3] *pop[pius+ 2] *K_moi[ 11]: 12, 

'; A_rev[1I] =',pop[plus+m]*pop[pius+m]*K_mol_rev[11]: 12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 12] =' ,pop[pius+ 1]*pop[pius+3]*K_moi[ 12]: 12, 

'; A_rev[l2] =',pop[pius+m]*pop[2]*K_moi_rev[12]: 12); 
writein(f,'A_[l3] =',pop[pius+ 1]*pop[pius+3]*K_mol[l3]: 12, 

'; A_rev[l3] =',pop[pius+m]*pop[3]*K_mol_rev[l3]: 12); 
writein(f,'A_[ 14] =',pop[pius+ I ]*pop[pius+ 3]*K_moi[14]: I2, 

'; A_rev[l4] =',pop[pius+m]*pop[4]*K_mol_rev[14]: 12); 
writein( f, 'A_[ 15] =' ,pop[plus+ 1 ]*pop[pius+ 3] *K_moi[ 15]: 12, 

'; A_rev[l5] =',pop[pius+m]*pop[5]*K_mol_rev[15]:12); 
writein( f,'A_[ I6] =' ,pop[plus+ I ]*pop[plus+ 3] *K_mol[ I6]: 12, 

'; A_rev[16] =',pop[plus+m]*pop[6]*K_mol_rev[I6]:12); 
writein(f, 'A_[ I7] =' ,pop[pius+ I] *pop[pius+ 3] *K_moi[ I7]: I2, 

'; A_rev[17] =',pop[pius+m]*pop[7]*K_mol_rev[17]: 12); 
writeln(f, 'A_[ 18] =' ,pop[pius+ I ]*pop[pius+ 3] *K_mol [ I8]: 12, 

'; A_rev[18] =',pop[pius+m]*pop[8]*K_mol_rev[18]: 12); 
writein(f, 'A_[ 19] =' ,deeiv*pop[pius+m] *pop[pius] *K_mol[ I9]: I2, 

'; A_rev[19] =',pop[pius+1]*n1*K_moi_rev[19]:12); 
writein(f, 'A_[20] =' ,deeiv*pop[pius+m]*ne*K_moi[20]: 12, 

'; A_rev[20] =' ,pop[pius+3]*n 1 *K_moi_rev[20]: 12); 
writeln(f,'A_[2I] =' ,pop[pius+ 1] *pop[pius+m] *K_moi[21]: 12, 

'; A_rev[21] =',pop[pius+2]*n1 *K_moi_rev[21]:12); 
writein(f,'A_[22] =',pop[pius+ 1]*ne*K_moi[22]: 12, 

'; A_rev[22] =',pop[3]*n1 *K_moi_rev[22]:12); 
writein(f); 
writein(f,'g_H2+ =',g[pius+ 1]); 
writein(f,'g_H3+ =',g[plus+2]); 
writein(f,'g_H- =',g[pius+3]); 
writein(f,'g_H2 =',g[pius+m]); 
writein(f); 
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writeln(f,'dn_HA-/dt = ',deelv*nH2*ne*K_mol[2]+n1 *pop[2]*K_mol_rev[7]+ 
n 1 *ne*ne*K_mol_rev[8]+n 1 *pop[3]*K_mo1_rev[9]+n1 *n 1 *ne*K_mol_rev[ 1 0]+ 
nH2*nH2*K_mol_rev[11]+pop[2]*nH2*K_mol_rev[12]+ 
pop[3]*nH2*K_mol_rev[13] + pop[4]*nH2*K_mol_rev[14]+ 
pop[5]*nH2*K_mol_rev[15] + pop[6]*nH2*K_mol_rev[16]+ 
pop[7]*nH2*K_mol_rev[17] + pop[8]*nH2*K_mol_rev[18]+ 
deelv*nH2*ne*K_mol[20]-
pop[plus+3]*(n I *K_mol_rev[2]+ne*K_mol[8]+ 
nplus*(K_mol[7]+K_mol[9])+n I *K_mol[IO]+pop[plus+2] *K_mol[ 11] 
+ pop[plus+1]*(K_mol[12]+K_mol[l3]+K_mol[14]+K_mol[l5]+ 
K_mol[ 16]+K_mol[ 17]+ K_mol[ 18])+n I *K_mol_rev[20]+gamma3)); 

writeln(f,'Afbraak van HA-= ',pop[plus+3]*(n 1 *K_mol_rev[2]+ne*K_mol[8]+ 
nplus*(K_mol[7]+ K_mol[9])+nl *K_mol[ 10]+pop[plus+2]*K_mol[ 11] 
+ pop[plus+I]*(K_mol[I2]+K_mol[13]+K_mol[I4]+K_mol[l5]+ 
K_mol[ 16]+ K_mol[ 17]+ K_mol[ 18])+n 1 *K_mol_rev[20]+gamma3 ), ' Is'); 

writeln(f,'Aanmaak van HA-= ',deelv*nH2*ne*K_mol[2]+n 1 *pop[2]*K_mol_rev[7]+ 
nl *ne*ne*K_mol_rev[8]+nl *pop[3]*K_mol_rev[9]+nl *nl *ne*K_mol_rev[lO]+ 
nH2 *nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 11 ]+pop[2] *nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 12]+ 
pop[3] *nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 13] + pop[ 4 ]*nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 14 ]+ 
pop[ 5] *nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 15] + pop[ 6] *nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 16]+ 
pop[7]*nH2*K_mol_rev[ 17] + pop[8] *nH2 *K_mol_rev[ 18]+ 
deelv*nH2*ne*K_mol[20],' /s'); 

writeln(f); 
for 1:= I to (plus-I) do 
begin 

writeln(f,'n_',l:2,'/g_',l:2,' =',pop[l]/g[l]: 12,' n_',l:2,' =',pop[!]: 12); 
end; 
writeln(f,'n_ + /g_ + =',nplus/g[plus]:l2,' n_ + =',nplus: 12); 
writeln(f); 
writeln(f,'n_H_2A+ /g =',pop[plus+1]/g[plus+1]:12,' n_H_2A+ =',pop[plus+l]:l2); 
writeln(f,'n_H_3A+ /g =',pop[plus+2]/g[plus+2]:12,' n_H_3A+ =',pop[plus+2]: 12); 
writeln(f,'n_HA- /g =',pop[plus+3]/g[plus+3]:12,' n_HA- =',pop[plus+3]:12); 
writeln(f,'n_H_2 /g =',nH2/g[plus+m]:12,' n_H_2 =',nH2:12); 
writeln(f); 
sum:=O; 
for 1:=1 to (plus+m) do sum:=sum+pop[l]; 
writeln(f,'The total partiele density än is: ',sum: 12); 
writeln(f,'The total charge density is: ' 

,nplus+pop[plus+ 1]+pop[plus+2]-ne-pop[plus+ 3]: 12,' efmA3'); 
writeln(f,'Error in H3+ is: ',nH3plus-pop[plus+2]:3:1); 
writeln(f,'Error in H2+ is: ',nH2plus-pop[plus+ I ]:3: I); 
writeln(f,'Error in H- is: ',nHmin-pop[plus+3]:3: I); 
writeln(f); 
writeln(f,'Recombination coefficient: à_ CR= ',alfa_CR: 12,' mA{ -3} sA{ -I}'); 
writeln(f,'Ionisation coefficient: S_CR = ',S_CR: 12,' mA{ -3} sA{ -1} '); 
writeln(f); 
writeln(f,'The theoretica! Saha-jump (ni/gi)/(nilgi) is: ',(2/ne)*3E27*exp(1.5*ln(Te)) ); 
writeln(f,'The calculated Saha-jump (nilgi)/(nilgl) is: ',(pop[plus]/g[plus])/(pop[plus-1]/g[plus-1])); 
{ Calculated Sahajump = (n_ +lg_ +)/(n_l2/g_l2), n_ +=ne } 
writeln(f); 

{ Calculation of the coeficients b=nfnAS and ëb=b-1. } 
{ array nS[p] will be filled with the calculated Saha densities. } 

for 1:= 1 toplus-I do 
begin 

nS[l]:=saha_dens(g[l],g[plus],E[plus],E[l],Te,ne,nplus); 
end; 
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for 1:= 1 to plus-I do 
begin 

writeln(f,'b_',l:2,' = ',pop[l]/nS[l],' ëb_',l:2,' = ',pop[l]/nS[l]-1); 
end; 

{ 10 log densities to use in Boltzmann plots } 

writeln(f); 
writeln(f,'# E log(n/g)'); 
for 1:=1 toplus do 
begin 

writeln(f,E[l] :2:3,' ',ln(pop[l ]/g[l])/ln( 1 0):2:3); 
end; 

writeln(f); 
for 1:= 1 to (plus-1) do 
begin 

writeln(f,'E = ',E[l]:0:3,' log(nS_',l:2,'/g_',l:2,') = ',(ln(nS[l]/g[l])/ln(l0)):0:4); 
end; 

l:=plus; 
writeln(f,'E = ',E[l]:0:3,' log(nS_ +lg_ +) = ',(ln(nplus)/ln(10)):0:4); 

end; 
close(f); 
writeln; 
writeln('Ready.'); 

assign( f, 'c :\mike\model2\comp.dat'); 
rewrite(f); 
with mike_dat do 
begin 

for 1:=3 to 9 do 
begin 

if I mod 2 = 1 then 
writeln(f,21-l,pop[21-l]/g[21-l]: 12,pop[21-l]/nS[21-l]: 12); 

end; 
for 1:=11 to 18 do 
begin 

writeln(f,21-l,pop[21-l]/g[21-l]: 12,pop[21-l]/nS[21-l]: 12); 
end; 

end; 
close(f); 
end. 
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Appendix B The listings of the flow model 

> restart; 

> K[1]:=2.5e-15;#rate for charge exchange 

K := .25 w- 14 
I 

> K[2]:=1e-13;#rate for negative ion formation 

K :=.I w- 12 
2 

> K[3]:=1.2e-13;#rate for dissociative recombination 

K := .12 w- 12 
3 

> K[4]:=5e-14;#rate for mutual recombination negative and positive ion 

K := .5 w- 13 
4 

> K[5]:=4e-13;#rate for mutual recombination of negative ion and positive molec 
> ular ion · ·• 

K :=.410-12 
5 

> K[6]:=1e-16;#rate for H3+ formation 

K :=.I I0- 15 
6 

> K[7]:=4e-14;#dissociative recombination of H3+ to form 3 H 

K := .2 w- 13 
7 

> K[8]:=2e-14;#dissociative recombination of H3+ to form Hand H2 

K :=.410-13 
8 

> K[9]:=3e-14;#mutual recombination of H- + H3+ 

K := .3 10- 13 
9 

> # The following equation are solved: Hp is positive ion density, ne is electron 
> density, H2p is positive molecular ion density, Hm is negative ion density, n1 a 
> nd n2 the rovibrational popuiatien of H2 having an internat energy of respectiv 
> ely 1.8 eV and 3.5 eV and higher, u is the velocity. A is a geometrical factor whi 
> eh includes the increase of volume. lf the expansion angle is chosen zero ther 
>eis no expansion and the model is truly one-dimensional. 

> Eq1 :=u(x)*diff(n[Hp l(x),x)=-u(x)*n[Hp ](x)* A-n[Hp ](x)*diff( u(x),x)-n[Hp ](x)*(n[1 ]* K 
> [1]+n[Hm](x)*K[4]); 

Eql := U(X) (a: nHp (x))= 

A ( a ) ( -14 5 0-t3 ) -u(x)n (x) -n (x) -a u(x) -n (x) .2510 n +. 1 nH (x) 
Hp Hp x Hp 1 m 

> Eq2:=u(x)*diff(n[ e ](x),x)=-u(x)*n[ e ](x)* A-n[ e ](x)* diff(u(x),x)-n[e](x)*(n[2]*K[2]+n[ 
> H2p](x)*K[3]+n[H3p](x)*(K[7]+K[8])); 
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> Eq3: =u( x)* diff( n[H2p ](x ),x )=-u (x )*n[H2p ](x)* A-n[H2p ](x)* diff( u(x),x)-n [H2p ](x )*n [ 
> Hm ](x)*K[5]+n[Hp ](x)*n[1 ]*K[1 ]-n[ e ](x)*n[H2p ](x)*K[3]-n[H2p ](x)*n[H[2]]*K[6]; 

Eq3:=u(x)(""d n (x))=-u(x)nH (x)A-n (x)(! u(x)) 
ax H2p 2p H2p ax 

-.4I0- 12 n (x)n (x)+.2510- 14 n (x)n -.!210-!2 n (x)n (x) 
H2p Hm Hp 1 e H2p 

0-15 
-.1 I n (x) nH 

H2p 
2 

> Eq4:=u(x)*diff(n[Hm](x),x)=-u(x)*n[Hm](x)*A-n[Hm](x)*diff(u(x),x)+n(e](x)*n[2]*K· 
> [2]-n[Hm ](x)*(n[Hp ](x)*K[ 4]+n[H2p ](x)* K[5]+n(H3p ](x)*K[9]); 

Eq4 :=u(x)(-:-.d n (x))=-u(x)n (x)A-n (x)(: u(x)) 
ax Hm Hm Hm ax 

+ .1 10-12 n (x) n 
e 2 

-nH (x)(.sJ0- 13 nH(x)+.410- 12 n (x)+.3!0- 13 n (x)Î 
m . p H2p H3p ) 

> Eq5 :=u(x)*diff(n[H3p ](x),x)=-u(x)*n[H3p ](x)* A-n[H3p](X)*diff( u(x),x)+n[H[2TI*n[H2 
> p](x)*K[6]-n[H3p](x)*(n[e](x)*(K[7]+K[8])+n[Hm](x)*K[9]); 

Eq5:=u(x)(: n (x))=-u(x)n (x)A-n (x)(: u(x)Î 
ax H3p H3p H3p ax ; 

+.110- 15 n (x)n -n (x)(.6IO-I 3 n(x)+.310-l 3 n (x)J' 
H2p H H3p e Hm 

2 

> u(x):=1.0e4;# we take the velocity constant 
u( x) := 12000. 

---::c----::-:------:---c-::-:c--::---:-----:---:-::c~~ -----------------·--·-- -· --- ---------

> A:=2*tan(phi)/(r0+x*tan(phi));#cf. thesis M.C.M. van de Sanden 

> phi:=O;evalf(Pi/50); 

> r0:=0.006; 

> evalf(A);# calculation of A 

A:= 2 tan( <i>) 
rO +x tan(<j> l 

<!> :=0 

.06283185308 

r0:=.006 

0 

> n[H(2]]:=5e20;n[1]:=0.2*n[H(2]];n[2]:=1e-3*n[H[2]];#both population are consid 
> ered to be constant. H2 density at 5 Pa and Th=1 000 K is 5e20 m-3 

nH := .5 1021 

2 
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> # Evaluation of equations 

> E 1 :=evalf(Eq1 ); 

n :=.IO w21 
I 

n := .5 10I 8 
2 

El:= 12000. (~nH/x))=-1. nH/xl ( 250000. + .5 w-I
3 

nHm(x>) 

> E2:=evalf(Eq2); 

E2 := I 2000. ( aa n (x))= -1. n (x) ( 50000. + .12 w- 12 n (x l+ .6 I o- 13 n (x)\). 
x .e e H2p H3p 

> E3:=evalf(Eq3); 

( a ) -Iry E3:=12000. -a n (x) =-.410 '"n (x)n (x)+250000.n (x_l 
x H2p H2p Hm Hp _ 

-.1210- 12 n (x)nH (xl-50000.n (x) 
e 2p H2p 

> E4:=evalf(Eq4); 

E4 := 12000. (! nHm (x))= 50000. ne(x) 

- I. n (x) ( .5 10 -l3 n (x) + .4 1 0- I 2 n (x ) + .3 10- I 3 n (x ) J 
Hm ~._ Hp H2p H3p 

---:c~------,----- ---·------

> E5:=evalf(Eq5); 

ES:= I2000. (:x nH3p (x))= 

50000.n (x)-l.n (x)(.610- 13 n(x)+.3l0- 13 n (xl'j 
H2p H3p e Hm ; 

> # construction of Runga Kutta procedure; note the boundary conditions 

---- --------------- ---

> z0:=0.01; 
zO :=.01 

> f:=dsolve( {E1 ,E2, E3,E4,E5,n[Hp ](z0)=2e20,n[ e ](z0)=2e20,n[H2p ](zO)=O,n[Hm](zO 
> )=O,n[H3p](z0)=0},{n[Hp](x),n[e](x),n[H2p](x),n[Hm](x),n[H3p](x)},numeric); 

f := proc(rkf45_x) ... end 

--- ----------
> f(0.18);f(0.21);f(0.24);f(0.27);# calculation of values at z=0.18 m 

[x= .18, n (x)= .4679566254575081 10 19, n (x)= .3788273624773562 10 18. 
e Hm 

n (x) = .3602822982486069 I 0 19 , nH (x) = .1296228417197050 10 19. 
Hp 2p 

n (x)= .I593422173692931 10 18 ] 
H3p 

[ x= .21. n (x)= .2816161980362361 10 19, n (x)= .3099061706689021 10 18. 
e Hm 
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nH (x)=.l847665377967296J0 19.n (x)=.l074l9705330855l 10 19. 
p H2p . 

nH
3
/x) = .2042057197553923 10 18 ] 

[ x=.24,n (x)=.1797991317682041 w19,n (x)=.2628003931477464J0 18, 
e Hm 

nH (x)= .9544019935512325 10 18, nH (x)= .8618305978311798 10 18, 
p 2p 

n H
3
p (x)= .2445591194473507 10 18] 

[ x= .27, n (x)= .1212849988655127 10 19, n (x)= .2323331008282722 10 18. 
e Hm 

nH (x)=.495360455531899910 18,nH (x)=.6723462242799741 10 18. 
p 2p 

n (x)= .2774764096715010 w18 ] 
H3p 

> #with(plots);# plotting the output 

-----------------·----~- --- ----·------

> #odeplot(f,[[x,(n[Hp ](x)+n[H2p ]lsqrt(2)+n[H3p ]/sqrt(3))],[x,n[Hp](x)]],0.18 .. 0.4, 1 e 
> 17 .. 1 e19,numpoints=1 00); 

> #odeplot(f,[[x,n[H2p](x)],[x,n[Hm](x)]],0.1 .. 0.4,-1 e17 .. 1 e18,numpoints=1 00); 

------·-:-::-::-:=--~ 

> #odeplot(f,[[x,n[H2p](x)*n[Hm](x)*K[S]],[x,n[Hp ](x)*n[Hm](x)*K[ 4]]],0.1 .. 0.4,0 .. 1 e 
> 22,numpoints=1 00); 

> 
--~-----------~------- ------- ------------~--------- ----- -------------------.---------------
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Appendix C Landau-Zener theory 

The starting point of Landau-Zeoer theory is a classica} collision between two 
particles with impact parameter b. The particles feel the interaction of different 
potentials and at a eertaio point, the potential curves may cross. With the Landau
Zeoer theory, cross-sections of reactions in which a crossing of potential curves 
occurs, can be calculated. Far from each other, the wave function of the particles are 

assumed to be cp1 and cp2. When they come nearer to each other, they feel a potential V 

and the eigenfunctions become \j/1 and \j/2. They are linked by the relations [SMI65]: 

'I' I = acpi + bcp2 

'1'2 = -bcpi + acp2 

with the following definitions: 

The energy difference of the states is: 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

If the charge transfer of an electron is considered, the following equations can be 
derived [SMI65]: 

~ = f[ cpi(ri)Vcp2(r2)- cp2(r2)Vcpi (ri)]ds 
s 

(C.8) 

where S is the surface between the two regions where the electron can be found. lf the 
separation between the nuclei is large, the wave function is not greatly different from 
the atomie wavefunction, so: 

(C.9) 
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Inserting this in (C.8) gives the following expression for ~: 

(C.lO) 

If the mutual recombination reaction is considered, the wave functions that have to be 
entered bere are the wave function of the electron in the negative ion R and the wave 
function of the excited electron. Expressions for these functions are given by Srnimov 
[SMI65]: 

X
2 
(R 12) = ( 41 e )112

Y A.fiY · 2e -yRt
2 IR (C.ll) 

2az( aR)lla-1 e -aR/2 

X (R 12) - ----;:======= 
' - .Jr(ll a+ I+ l)r(ll a -I) 

(C.l2) 

where y/2 is the binding energy of the electron in the negative ion, A2=2.65 for R, 

a2/2 is the binding energy of the electron and I is the orbital angular momenturn of the 

electron. Clearly, X2 is the wave function for the electron in the negative ion. Landau 
and Zener have calculated the probability of a transition on the curve crossing point. 
This probability is: 

(C.l3) 

with 

(C.14) 

where 

F = 11 R 2 and 

vr = v~l- p2 I R2
- U(R) IE 

(C.l5) 

with p the cylindrical coordinate, E the centre of mass energy and U the interaction 
potential of the atoms. As the particles will cross the crossing point twice, the total 
chance of a transition is p=2P( 1-P). The cross-section is then given by: 

b, 

(j = 27t f bp(b)db (C.l6) 
0 

where the integral is calculated up to bx, the impact parameter at the crossing point. 
With these equations, the cross sections for the mutual recombination reactions have 
been calculated. 
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